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Abstract

For the last decade, Moore’s law has slowed down while Dennard scaling has come
to an end. Thus, performance improvements can no longer rely on the shrinking of
transistor sizes. On top of that heat-sink and power budgets limit the computation
per unit chip area. Therefore, new technologies are being invented to go beyond
the scope, and break the limitations, of traditional computer architecture using
Boolean operations. Computing physics, which deploy computations onto artificial components with configurable behaviors using physical phenomenon, is one
category of alternative possibilities. For example, HyperFET coupled-oscillators
can be used to find the matching degree efficiently, utilizing physical phenomenon
along with the electrical current controlled by Boolean logic. In addition, braininspired neuromorphic hardware can be built to perform the inference of the neural
networks that classify and make decisions in a fault-tolerant manner. While these
new technologies show great potential in performing the tasks with native support, this work explores new computation paradigms that can further improve
the functionality and energy efficiency of the systems. These new computation
paradigms include configurable coupled oscillators, supported by thorough modeling from device-, circuit-, to system-level, and the approaches to map the datapreprocessing onto a digital emulation platform of spiking neural networks with
either explicit-programming or parrot-training. This work not only shows the successful implementations of the above and their power benefits, but also provides
insights to designing systems using these new computing technologies.
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Chapter

1

Introduction
For the last decade, Moore’s law [60] slows down while the Dennard scaling [25]
comes to an end. The shrinking of the transistor size is facing the physical limits of miniaturization [71], and the leakage issue gets worse when the transistor
gets smaller. The traditional computer systems with centralized processing units
achieve high throughput by increasing the clock frequency, and the frequency is
dominated by the operation speed of the CMOS transistors. Consequently, the
performance improvements can no-longer rely on simply fitting more transistors
into per unit chip area, nor increasing the operation frequency by narrowing the
gate length, as it has been done for the last decades. In addition, the processor and
the memory are separated in such kind of systems, and the memory access became
a bottleneck when the speed of processing out-paced the memory latency [10].
As a result, researches in the parallel computing systems with many computation
units have gained attention [7]. Usually, the computation units in the paralleled
systems are individually similar or less powerful in terms of throughput, but as a
whole achieving a higher overall throughput than that of the centralized computing system. Also, the data are fetched separately or stored close to the distributed
processing units so that the traffic bottleneck is resolved. As an example of parallel
computing system, the graphic processing unit (GPU) performs single-instructionmultiple-data (SIMD) [19] processing to accelerate for visual processing.
On the other hand, power has been a major constraint for high-performance
integrated circuits with insufficient heat-sinking, or smaller systems such portable
devices with limited power budgets. In the past, increases in chip functionality
were paid for through lowering the supply voltage and reducing transistor capacitance through the scaling of CMOS technologies. However, with the end of
Dennard scaling, further reduction of the supply voltage to reduce the power in
Boolean logic has become challenging because of increasing leakage power with the
≥ 60 mV /decade subthreshold slope (SS) of CMOS devices. Consequences of this
include high cooling cost in high-performance computation nodes, and limited op-

1
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Artificial Neuron
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BrainInspired
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Synchronization of
Metronomes

HyperFET

Figure 1.1. Power challenge and New Trends: New devices, New architectures (Braininspired, let physics do the computation).

eration time in portable battery-powered systems. In response to these challenges,
there has been rising interest in research on a collection of new steep-slope devices
with < 60 mV /decade SS [79, 47, 83, 78], as shown in Fig. 1.1.
Although the steep-slope devices may help achieving higher operation frequency
with lower leakage power, substantially the general-purpose processors have to
cover as many functions as possible and may be less energy-efficient doing some
of those functions. Specialized processors [86, 81] can accelerate of a collections
frequently used functions while providing an order of magnitude more energyefficiency than the traditional general-purpose processors. With such kind of hardware accelerations, the systems can avoid the overheating problem of centralized
processing, break the memory wall by distributing the memory access, and potentially provide the performance increase for the post-Moore era. In addition
to the Boolean application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC), the non-Boolean
computation paradigms such as computing using the physics and brain-inspired
computation.

1.1

Non-boolean Computation Paradigms

Non-Boolean operations are the key to explore high-performance and low-power
systems beyond the scope of traditional computations. Traditional Boolean computation uses combinational logic circuits that are fast, robust, and accurate. The
foundation of Boolean arithmetic is based on the binary logic values, which is effi2

cient for combinational logic designs but inefficient for essential and real-world use
cases. An example of such use case is a pattern matching operation (of an input
vector to a pattern vector) which is commonly used to find a pattern or an object.
The traditional pattern matching requires numerical calculations like subtractions
between the respective elements in both the input and the pattern vectors to get
the differences, followed by a distance norm operation to evaluate the matching
degree. Those numerical calculations are time consuming, doing huge amount of
Boolean logic switching, to provide results with fine granularity.
The fault-tolerant Likelihood and degree-of-match, the non-Boolean operations
inspired by the behaviors of brains, are extremely important to the return of artificial intelligence. Although traditional non-Boolean computing has a long history,
it is usually technology-driven. MEMS [35] and analog computations such as operational amplifiers [12] are examples of the popular use cases, but the usage are
limited as their functions are more application-specific. With the deeper understanding of the mechanisms of human brain and the new technologies that enable
building brain-like systems, the evolution of artificial neural networks has a recent
breakthrough. In the event-driven computations such as brains and the artificial
neural networks [57], events are triggered when the input signals (image or audio
sensed) approximately match certain patterns, and then those events propagate
and trigger the following events and so on. Those patterns are either naturally born
with or learned in the biological systems. Accordingly, training and programming
(configuring) the pattern into a system respect to the learning, while performing
pattern-matching respects to the inferences related to thinking and responding of
human brains. Although the occurrence of events in even-driven computations
may look similar to the Boolean algebra, they are essentially different because the
triggering of the events is approximated and fault-tolerant.
The non-Boolean computations are also suitable for distributing and performing the preprocessing tasks in parallel. The audio samples (image pixels) in a
speech recognition (image classification) task, sent to one processing unit, usually
have no dependency to those of the other units. However, the traditional processing
units using Boolean logic are general-purpose and centralized due to the high cost
of duplicating the arithmetic components as previously mentioned. Consequently,
the task parallelism may be constrained and suffer from memory access bandwidth
limitations. In contrast, the non-Boolean processing units are generally cheaper in
terms of power-consumption, built to perform specific operations, that the number
of such units can be fabricated in a much larger scale. Therefore, the non-Boolean
computation not only enables the exploration of human-like classification but also
benefits from parallelizing preprocessing tasks.
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1.2

Emerging Technologies and Emulations for
Non-boolean Computations

Many emerging devices have been reported for their steep SS or unique characteristics that can be used to replace, or be integrated with, the current CMOS
technology to improve the performance and efficiency. Reported research on steepslope devices include tunneling-FETs (TFETs) [63], negative-capacitance FETs
(NCFETs) [67], and also metal-insulator-transition (MIT) FETs such as the HyperFET [74]. In the most direct application scenario, as Boolean logic device
with drain-source current switching by the gate input control, the steep-slope devices can provide sufficient on-current while reducing the off- (leakage-)current.
Meanwhile, it is also noted that those devices may exhibit unidirectional conduction [55, 54], hysteresis [74, 67], non-volatility [45, 36], or other second-order
considerations such as different device capacitance characteristics [46].
Some of the emerging devices can also be used for non-Boolean architectures in
the notion that they can “let the physics do the computing” [23, 72]. For example,
oscillations, typically built with phase-lock-loops [84], have been used for clock generations of sequential circuit for a long time, and the synchronized oscillations have
also been studied [61]. With the new technologies, the physical phenomenon can
be implemented within a nanometer-scale size and controlled with signals that are
compatible with the existing processors, and, in so doing, achieve significant efficiency gains. Recent works show that the weakly-coupled oscillators can be used to
perform some simple operations like detecting coherence [66, 23]. When a number
of oscillators are coupled together, they will synchronize if their initial states are
sufficiently close. Such synchronized oscillation, namely an attractor basin function, is observed across mechanical (e.g., pendulum), electrical (e.g., electronic
oscillators) and human neural systems (e.g., neural-oscillators). The widely-used
mathematical model to describe the synchronization of multiple oscillators is the
Kuramoto model [48, 49]. Using this model, the N oscillators with their own intrinsic natural frequency ωi can be described as either fully synchronized, partially
synchronized, or nil-phase-locking that are determined by the coupling coefficient.
In this work, the functionality of weakly-coupled oscillators is enhanced by adding
configurability to the HyperFET-based nano-oscillators. The circuit-level simulation model of HyperFET-based coupled oscillators used in this work is observed to
have the similar synchronization behavior to the one described by the Kuramoto
model. Moreover, the proposed configurable HyperFET oscillators are capable of
forming area-efficient and power-efficient computation primitives for a range of
applications, especially in image processing. The same device can also provide
functionality like analog spiking neurons. Detailed device operating mechanism,
circuit and architecture design, and performance evaluation will be provided in
Ch. 2.
Another promising category of the non-Boolean computation is the deep neu4

ral network, or generally speaking the brain-inspired computing. There are many
on-going researches on the high-performance or low-power neuromorphic computing hardware, mimicking biological neural architecture in nervous system. Although GPUs-like architectures [2, 62, 44] are widely used in deep neural network
area given their ability to accelerate the huge amount of numerical calculation
doing inference, establishing new platforms to explore and understand the computation paradigms in the way similar to the brains has gain popularity. The
IBM TrueNorth neurosynaptic platform [59] is one of the neuromorphic computing hardware that exists and provides sufficient computation resource to perform
real-time cognitive applications. There are several other neuromorphic hardware
accelerators/simulators (see [39] for a comparison). Targeting high performance
and general-purpose programmability, the SpiNNaker chip [33] is constructed from
an array of 18 ARM cores. The FACETS [68] and the BrainScaleS [70] projects
use mixed-signal electronics, emulating the biological integrate-and-fire behavior
using analog computation cores, and performing high-level communication digitally. Worth noticing, TrueNorth and the other digital solutions of neuromorphic
platform use Boolean algebra in the lower-level, but emulate the non-Boolean
event-driven computation in the high-level. In doing so, the system can perform
the synaptic-weight integration of a huge amount of neuron cells that are capable
of supporting the functionality development robustly in the scale that the existing
analog spiking neuromorphic hardware nowadays can hardly achieve. There are
also many variations of CNN-specific accelerators, such as DianNao [17], DaDiannao [18], and EIE [38] including some that specifically aim for low-power and
embedded implementations [28]. Recent works [27, 38] have examined the relative efficiency of inference for general spiking neural networks, such as TrueNorth,
compared with these CNN-specific accelerators, and imply that non-spiking designs
can also achieve high efficiency on CNN-inference. However, as demonstrated in
this work, the reconfigurable TrueNorth architecture provides the flexibility to also
perform more general-purpose computations beyond inference, thereby maintaining high end-to-end power-efficiency for entire tasks mapped to the fabric.
In this work, the algorithms are implemented and optimized for the TrueNorth
ecosystem. Even so, most of the proposed ideas and approaches can also be deployed on other neuromorphic platforms. TrueNorth uses Boolean logic to emulate
non-Boolean computations, taking full advantage of the mature fabrication technique of the traditional computing systems. The current TrueNorth neurosynaptic
processor contains 1 million spiking neurons and 256 million synapses, operates
in real-time, and yet consumes only 65mW for a typical vision application [59].
In order to achieve low-power operation, TrueNorth uses low-precision synaptic
weights and constrained connectivity. Since these constraints differ dramatically
from the floating-point weights and dense connectivity of standard DNNs, it might
be expected that algorithmic performance would suffer as a result. However, recent
work [30, 21] has demonstrated that these constrained networks are able to perform
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at or near state-of-the-art levels, while achieving a significant advantage in energy
consumption. It may also be noted that the human brain is capable of achieving
remarkable performance in speech, language, image and other recognition tasks,
while operating with low-precision synapses. In addition to the classifying functionality, the preprocessing implementations for auditory and image data in the
TrueNorth are introduced in Ch. 3 and 4, respectively.

1.3

Utilizing Neural Networks from Different
Design Perspectives

The accuracy of classification using the brain-inspired technologies, such as neural
networks, is highly dependent to the ability of the training algorithm to decorrelate
the input features. In other words, the classifiers need good features to achieve
high accuracy, and the features are good if they are distinguishable by the classifier. Raw audio signals, for example, contain frequency and phase information,
but the speech recognition requires only the frequency spectrum. In this case, the
phase information may confuse the classifier and should be filtered out by preprocessing [24]. Similarly, the edges and gradients in an image are considered the
essential information [77] while the actual values of pixels (offsets) are usually not
helping the visual classification. Although a deep-neural-network can possibly be
trained to figure out the features by itself provided a sufficient amount of training
data, it’s not practical to rely purely on the training algorithms. First of all, providing a training dataset that represents all the possible cases is almost impossible
because collecting and labeling data are costly in most of the cases. Data augmentation, which add noises to increase the variance of the training data to reduce
over-fitting and to improve accuracy, requires the understandings of the input data
format and is sometimes costly. For example, data augmentations for image are
usually performed by shifting and rotating the data to induce the variations, so
that the classifier would learn to ignore the offsets and focus on the shapes from the
training dataset. However, there are more intelligent ways to teach the classifier to
ignore some of the features and focus on the important ones given the knowledge
of the input data format.
The audio preprocessing in Ch. 3 shows a successful case that the neural networks can be programmed to perform a frequency feature extraction that eliminates the phase information, and the end-to-end speech recognition system constructed purely on neural networks can achieve real-time performance with high
power-efficiency. In addition to explicitly programming the neural network, Ch. 4
provides an example that a feature extractor can be trained separately using a
different training dataset created according to our understanding to the expected
features. The partitioned co-training helps the end-to-end system to learn from a
relatively small dataset using the same training algorithm, while consuming less
6

power compared to the programmed approach.

1.4

Contributions and Performance Improvements

This work includes the exploration of the computing using physics (coupled oscillators) and brain-inspired paradigms (neural networks). HyperFET based nanooscillators are low-power and can provide a variety of image preprocessing functionality. Constructed by the HyperFET oscillator modules in parallel, the nonBoolean accelerator can provide comparable throughput while consuming 14× less
power compared to a CMOS-based accelerator. Moreover, the digital neuromorphic chip not only can work as classifiers but also can perform approximated feature
extractions. For the application of speech recognition, the extracted feature results
in a 4 − 8% accuracy loss of the classification while achieving a 32× active power
reduction in preprocessing. For the pedestrian detection case, the co-training of
feature extractor and classification consumes 6.5 × −208× less power than the
programmed approach.
In addition to the successful implementations and their power benefits, this
work also provides insights to designing systems using the new non-Boolean computing paradigms. Ch. 2 illustrates from the modeling of the emerging device,
simulating from circuit to behavioral levels, to the system level evaluations. Ch. 3
shows how to design a feature extractor that should be explicitly programmed. In
contrast, Ch. 4 demonstrates how the co-training of feature extractor and classifier
helps the system to learn from a limited size of training dataset, while reducing
the cost of explicitly programming the function. In summary, the new computing
paradigms in this work demonstrate the importance of specialized accelerators,
advantage of adapting (emulation of) non-Boolean operations in domain-specific
processing, and the potentials of the revolutionary models.
Key contributions:


This work proposes the first configurable coupled-oscillator module that includes the various deviation and distance measurements. The details of the
circuit and the mathematical models the configurable coupled oscillators are
provided.



This work proposes the first audio feature extraction using the neurosynaptic
fabrics. The approximated feature extraction not only lowers the power
consumption of audio preprocessing, but also enables the deployment of endto-end system on the neuromorphic hardware.



This work proposes the first implementation and evaluation of the approach
that partitions the deep-neural-network and trains the first stage feature
7

extractor with random-generated data. The results shows that the explicitly
programmed feature extraction is not always optimal.
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Chapter

2

Non-Boolean Computations using
HyperFET
This chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2.1 includes the background of the HyperFET devices. Section 2.2 shows the Hyper-FET-based oscillators, and how oscillator networks’ synchronization behaviors can perform computations. Section 2.3
presents a case study in architecture and device co-design in the form of the implementation of a configurable oscillator network, and provides circuit-level validation
that the tunable network effectively approximates a desirable family of mathematical functions. Section 2.4 presents the system-level approach to building a coprocessor fabric out of these tunable oscillator primitives, and how problems can
be mapped to a single tile. Section 2.5 evaluates the computing efficiency on oscillator arrays compared to CMOS-based accelerators. In addition to functioning
as coupled-oscillators, Section 2.6 shows the HyperFET-based nano-scale spiking
neuron cell.

2.1

HyperFET and Resistive Switching Devices
(RSDs)

The key novel feature of a HyperFET is the integration of V O2 , a resistive switching
device (RSD), with the transistor. The V O2 material, i.e. Vanadium Dioxide, is an
Insulator-to-Metal transition (IMT) material that exhibits strong correlation of the
resistance with external perturbation, such as temperature, pressure, and electrical
stimulus [51, 75]. Fig. 2.1(a) shows the voltage applied at the V O2 device versus
the current flowing through it, which has been proved to show a sharp change in
resistivity up to 5 orders in magnitude at ∼ 340K [50].
Circuit-level simulations employ a Verilog-A model. The Verilog-A model for
emulating the rapid resistance transition characteristics is based on the calibrated
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characteristics of the fabricated V O2 oscillator. The Verilog-A model is as follows:
module VO2( a , b ) ;
inout a , b ;
electrical a, b;
parameter r e a l R1 = 1k ;
parameter r e a l R2 = 50 k ;
parameter r e a l V1 = 5 . 9 ;
parameter r e a l V2 = 0 . 5 ;
parameter r e a l t t = 100n ;
parameter r e a l i n i t y p e = 0 ;
r e a l type ;
r e a l R;
a n a l o g begin
@( i n i t i a l s t e p )
begin
type = i n i t y p e ;
end
@( c r o s s (V( a , b ) − V1 ) )
@( c r o s s (V( a , b ) − V2 ) )

type = 0 ;
type = 1 ;

I ( a , b ) <+ V( a , b )
/ t r a n s i t i o n ( type ? R2 : R1 , 0 , t t ) ;
end
endmodule

The device model shows good agreement with the experimental results of the
relaxation oscillator and the coupled oscillator described in Section 2.2.1. By
using a resistor [75] or a MOSFET (as a current source) [73] in series to induce a negative feedback, this electrically induced phase transition in V O2 can be
modulated dynamically, resulting in an oscillation between high and low resistive
states. There are also other approaches that model the similar resistive switching
behaviors[56, 64].
Fig. 2.1(b) illustrates the schematic of the experimental Hyper-FET consisting
of a two-terminal V O2 device in series with the source of a Si n-type MOSFET. In
the experimental Hyper-FET setup, the V O2 device is configured as an external
device connecting in series with the MOSFET. The applied gate control voltage
of the MOSFET modulates the channel energy barrier, and electrically triggers
the abrupt state transition of the V O2 material. Such abrupt resistivity change
of V O2 modulates the drain-source current (ID S) flowing through the MOSFET,
induces a negative differential resistance (NDR) across V O2 that results in internal
voltage amplification achieving a steep-slope characteristic which further enhances
the Hyper-FET performance beyond that of a conventional MOSFET.
Although not shown in the concept schematic in Fig. 2.1(b), Hyper-FETs could
also make use of FinFET technology to enable multi-fin structure. Fig. 2.1(c) and
Fig. 2.1(d) plot the n-type and p-type transfer characteristics (IDS − VGS ), respec10
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Figure 2.1. Hyper-FET: (a) V O2 in Hyper-FET. (b) Hyper-FET structure. (c) N-type
Hyper IDS − VGS characteristics comparison with Si MOSFET with fin number equal
to 3. (d) P-type Hyper IDS − VGS characteristics comparison with Si MOSFET with fin
number equal to 3. [74]

tively, for the case where the number of fins equals three. The direct comparison
of the n-type (p-type) Hyper-FETs with the stand-alone FinFET reveals an improved IDS−ON /IDS−OF F ratio over a VGS range of 0.8 V (−0.5 V ), and thus a
∼ 20% (∼ 60%) enhancement in IDS−ON at matched IDS−OF F , respectively.
It is also noted that the hysteresis in Hyper-FET IDS − VGS curves may result
in hysteresis turn-on/turn-off behavior in logic gates, and further, a more complex
delay evaluation. Nevertheless, it has been revealed that hysteresis logic transfer
behavior could be of great benefit when employed for better noise immunity [36].
Further exploration of such Hyper-FET hysteresis behavior in logic circuits, though
not covered in this paper, shows more potential of applications in digital logic
designs.
More introductions to the device fabrication could be found in [74]. The metal
and insulator states resistance values would be determined by the dimensions of
device width, length, and thickness, while the voltage conditions determined by
the device length. Significant challenges remaining include fabrication of large
device arrays with limited variability. This challenge must be confronted in two
areas: At the growth level uniform film properties must be controlled across the
wafer. Equally as important will be process optimization into to eliminate yield
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and variability challenges from device to device.

2.2

Coupled Voltage-Controlled Oscillators

Oscillators that weakly couple, as through a common substrate for mechanical
oscillators, or via capacitive coupling among outputs in electrical oscillators, have
collective synchronization properties that can be used to perform computation. To
date, many of the systems designed to perform computation via oscillator coupling
have primarily been intended to perform tasks in the fields of image processing,
pattern analysis and computer vision. By utilizing the locking behavior of coupled
oscillators as a computational primitive analogous to a distance metric, the systems
are capable of performing associative matching functions. The recent development
of nano-oscillator based associative memories has further enhanced the potential
for oscillator based systems for intelligent information processing. In most of these
works, however, each oscillator network (i.e., the specific topology of and weighting
of oscillator coupling) has been constructed in a homogeneous fashion that focuses
on solving a specific problem with a given network. In this chapter, we examine
the ways in which the computational paradigm can be extended, and the networks
configured, to support a broader family of functions for a specific domain on a
single computing fabric where each tile in the fabric contains a tunable oscillator
network.

2.2.1

Voltage-Controlled Oscillators (VCOs) using RSDs

Hyper-FETs can be used to construct nano-oscillators. Fig. 2.2(a) shows the structure of a relaxation oscillator with the RSD, in which the resistance RM switches
between insulative (RI ) and conductive (RC ) states. To simplify the oscillator
model, the parasitic capacitance CP in Fig. 2.2(a) is lumped to CL . Given the
two resistance states of the RSD, a VCO is constructed by pairing the RSD with
a transistor as a configurable impedance. The resistance of a RSD RM switches
between insulative (RI ) and conductive (RC ) states. To simplify the analysis, the
equivalent impedance of the transistor is represented as RL . RM and RL are connected in series as a voltage divider, hence the voltage of the connection node VO
has two stable levels
RL
VO = VDD ×
RL + RM

RL
= VI f or insulative state
 VDD × RL +R
I
=
(2.1)

RL
VDD × RL +RC = VC f or conductive state.
As shown in Fig. 2.2(b), the oscillation cycle contains four stages:
(1) the RSD charges CL to VC ,
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Figure 2.2. The (a) schematic, (b) operation, and (c) output waveform (VO ) of a
relaxation oscillator.

(2) the RSD transitions to insulator state,
(3) RL discharges CL to VI , and then
(4) the RSD transitions back to conductor state.
Without the phase transition, the system would tend to stay in one of the two
stable voltage levels, VI and VC . The respective stable current amounts through
the RSD (IM ) are
IM = VDD /(RL + RM )

 VDD /(RL + RI ) = II f or insulative state
=

VDD /(RL + RC ) = IC f or conductive state,

(2.2)

with the current amount in the insulative state (II ) is lower than that in conductive
state (IC ).
For the system to oscillate, the stable region, determined by II and IC , should
be carefully designed to overlap with the conditions of the RSD characteristic
transition. As shown in Fig. 2.2(c), the RSD transition should be triggered before
the system reaches the stable voltage levels. In the V O2 example, the metalinsulator-transition and insulator- metal-transition (MIT and IMT ) should occur
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Figure 2.3. (a) The frequency of VCRO under various VIN conditions, and the waveforms of VO around (b) the upper and (c) the lower oscillating boundary of VIN . (Dashed:
oscillating, solid: stable.)

before the voltage stabilizes, otherwise the system locks at a certain phase and
does not oscillate. To realize a V O2 -based oscillator the following must hold:
II

<

IIM T

<

IM IT

<

IC

(2.3)

The cycle time of oscillation for a single oscillator is proportional to the RC
time constant.
T ime constant = (RM || RL ) × CL
RM × RL × CL
=
RM + RL
RM + RL
F requency ∝
RM × RL × CL

(2.4)
(2.5)

The oscillation of the circuit in Fig. 2.2(a) is not controllable. Replacing
the resistor with a transistor introduces a control input, producing a voltage14

controlled relaxation oscillator (VCRO). The transistor functions as a configurable
impedance. By increasing the input voltage VIN in a certain range, the equivalent
impedance of the transistor is reduced, and therefore the oscillation gets faster.
Fig. 2.3(a) shows the oscillating frequency with various values for VIN . The oscillation can also be intentionally turned off by providing large (or small) VIN , as
shown in Fig. 2.3(b) and Fig. 2.3(c), where the oscillator is forced to a stable state.
The Verilog-A model of the VO2 device is for the ideal case without variations.
The resistance values, R1 and R2, are related to the stable voltages, VI and VC in
Eq. 2.1. As shown in Fig. 2.2(c), the stable voltages (red lines) and the switching
conditions (blue lines) would substantially determine the oscillation behavior. For
the variations on resistances of the V O2 device, a slight increment will induce the
lowered VC (and VI ), and slow down (accelerate) the rising (falling) edge. The
variations on the switching condition would affect the voltage of peak and valley
of the oscillations accordingly.

2.2.2

Two-Coupling of VCOs

Coupled nano-oscillators have been investigated to build associative primitives to
accomplish cognitive tasks [65, 20, 53]. As shown in Fig. 2.4(a), two relaxation
oscillators are weekly coupled together with a capacitor in the traditional topology.
In the proposed coupling network topology in Fig. 2.4(b), each oscillator is linked to
one capacitor, and those capacitors are connected to a common node VOU T . The
traditional topology is equivalent to the proposed topology with oscillator size
n = 2 and coupling capacitance split into two (with Cprop = 2 × Ctrad ). Fig. 2.4(c)
shows the outputs for the case VIN 1 = VIN 2 . The VCROs synchronize at the same
frequency, and the phase difference between the outputs VO1 and VO2 stabilizes at
π. To describe the time that both of the oscillator are discharging, T (P i, V j) is
the time from the peak of VOi , P i, to the valley of VOj , V j.
The current flowing from one oscillator, through the coupling capacitors, delays the other oscillators’ next rising. For instance, the rising of VO1 induces
current to the Cprop s, and causes a delay on the discharging of VO2 and vice
versa. The charge induced by the rising of VO1 on VO2 is discharged by the
discharging current ID2 , which decreases when VO2 approaches the stable voltage VI . Consequently, the delay is longer when VO2 is closer to the next rising.
That means when T (P 1, V 2) < T (P 2, V 1), the delay makes the discharging of
V CRO2 longer than that of V CRO1, and therefore reduces the difference between T (P 1, V 2) and T (P 2, V 1). As a result, the system stabilizes at the state of
T (P 1, V 2) = T (P 2, V 1) when VIN 1 = VIN 2 .
In the case of VIN 1 6= VIN 2 , the VCROs have different oscillating frequencies.
However, the oscillations will still couple together if the input voltage difference
∆V is in a certain range. Fig. 2.4(d) shows the case of VIN 1 < VIN 2 . With the
higher input voltage, the V CRO2 oscillates faster, and therefore V 2 gets closer
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Figure 2.4. The topology and schematic of (a) the traditional coupled relaxation oscillator pair and (b) proposed configurable synchronized oscillator network. The output
waveforms of coupled oscillators for (c) VIN 1 = VIN 2 , (d) VIN 1 < VIN 2 .

and closer to P 1. However, the rising VOU T 1 induces a delay on the discharging of
V CRO2, as previously mentioned, which extends the oscillation period of V CRO2.
Because V CRO2 tends to oscillate faster, and the delay prevents it from speeding
up, the oscillations are locked in an unbalanced phase difference but still at the
same frequency. In a unstable or pre-stable oscillation, there is an ongoing phase
change. If the oscillations are going to stabilize, the amount of phase change
decreases in each cycle. As shown in Fig. 2.4(d), the phase change is about 1 µs
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at the beginning and 0.1 µs after 5 cycles. We note that phase change is less than
1e − 4 µs after 10 cycles, and the system stays locked in phase as simulated for
over 1000 cycles. We declare the system has stabilized within 10 cycles because
1e − 4 µs is close to the time granularity of simulation. If we further increase the
difference of VIN 1 and VIN 2 , the oscillators would have different frequencies while
one oscillator has the shorter cycle (individual oscillation period plus the coupling
delay) than the others. In that case, the out-of-phase oscillations can be observed
in a few cycles.

2.2.3

N-Coupling of VCOs

A key appeal of computing using coupled oscillators is that, by increasing the
number of oscillators that are coupled together, the degree-of-difference of vectors
can be simultaneously computed. The coherent oscillations are synchronized in
the same frequency and stabilized at a constant phase difference to each other,
and the coherence of the oscillators is correlated to the similarity of the input voltages. In the experiments, three-coupled oscillators have been measured as shown
in Fig. 2.5(a). Fig. 2.5(b) and 2.5(c) show the case of three- coupled oscillators in
simulation.
Similar to two-coupled oscillators, the three-coupled oscillators synchronize at
the same frequency and have equivalent phase difference, 2π/3 when they have
same input voltages (Fig. 2.5(b)). A VCRO with VIN higher than average tends to
oscillate faster than the others and vice versa. Fig. 2.5(c) shows the case of three
oscillators with unequal inputs (VIN 1 > VIN 2 > VIN 3 ). As discussed in Sec. 2.2.2,
the currents passing through the coupling capacitors are the key for the oscillator
synchronization, as the voltage rising of one oscillator induces a current that delays
the discharging of the others. However, this effect doesn’t always play out. When
the period difference is larger than the phase difference of any two oscillators,
which means the delay induced by the slower one is not long enough to hold the
rising of the faster one, the synchronization would break down. Consequently, the
frequencies of the oscillators would not be the same, the VOn of each V CROn would
be out of phase, and some spikes would appear in the amplitude of VOU T . Thus, for
highly different inputs, the measurable degree of difference becomes unstable, but
still, via amplitude of VOU T spikes, registers as “very different” even though two
different “very different” measurements are not themselves directly comparable.
The amplitude of the common node VOU T is lowest when the inputs to all
the oscillators are equal. Fig. 2.6 shows the output amplitude of 3-synchronized
oscillators. By sweeping VIN 1 and VIN 2 , there is a minimum point of amplitude
on the 2-D space that corresponds to VIN 3 . All those minimum points of different
settings of VIN 3 form a continuous line in the 3-D space.
In the simulations, up to nine oscillators can be synchronized. Fig. 2.5(d)
shows the output waveform of 9-synchronized oscillators. For these oscillators,
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Figure 2.5. (a) The measured frequency spectrum and time domain waveforms of the
coupled oscillators (n = 3). The output waveform (n = 3) for [VIN 1 , VIN 2 , VIN 3 ] =
(b) [450 mV, 450 mV, 450 mV ] (coherent inputs) and (c) [550 mV, 500 mV, 450 mV ]
(incoherent inputs). (e) The output waveform (n = 9) for all VIN = 450mV .

the synchronization time increases as the number of oscillators increases. As we go
from n=3 to n=9, the coupling current induced by the rising of one of the oscillators
is now shared by eight instead of two. Thus, to achieve coupling strengths among
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Figure 2.6. The VOU T amplitude of three-coupled oscillators in various input conditions.

9 oscillators equivalent to that for 3, larger coupling capacitors CP are chosen.
The enlarged CP introduces larger coupling current to the system, shared by more
oscillators, and induce the equivalent delay to each oscillator. As more delays
occur to the oscillation, the oscillation period is extended, and thus the frequency
of producing measurable outputs from the collection of oscillators is much lower
than the frequency of the individual oscillators. The number of cycles the oscillator
array requires to stabilize decreases with n while the period of one cycle increases.
For our configurations, the net effect is an increase in absolute time with n.

2.2.4

Phase Information

The swing of VOU T reflects the interaction of VO1 and VO2 ; VOU T rises when either
VO1 or VO2 rises, and falls when both of them fall. In one cycle of the oscillation,
there are two pulses of VOU T , one for the charging of V CRO1 and the other for that
of V CRO2. Therefore, the pulses would be in the same amplitude if VIN 1 = VIN 2 .
The amplitude of the VOU T waveform increases if one falling time is shorter than
the other, which happens when VIN 1 6= VIN 2 within the bounded range of allowable
∆V where the circuit is stable.
The output of synchronized oscillations has three properties. First, the synchronized oscillators generate a stable amplitude corresponding to the degree of
match for the inputs with low deviation. Second, inputs with high deviation break
synchronization, and the amplitude of VOU T becomes non- uniform. Third, an
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Figure 2.7. The VOU T amplitude 3-D plot of the mathematical deviation models (top)
versus the simulation results (bottom) for the case of (a) two inputs and (b) three inputs
(VIN 3 is set to 450 mV ).

oscillator within a coupled oscillator network can be intentionally shut down by
providing a large or small VIN out of the oscillation boundaries, as illustrated in
Fig. 2.3.
For inputs corresponding to the first property, the output behavior is close to
the mathematical formulation of deviations (e.g., standard/absolute deviation) in
the region of synchronization. Fig. 2.7 shows the simulation results of the oscillatorbased deviation comparing to the corresponding mathematical model (standard
deviation). The key difference between the two deviation approaches is that the
output of the simulation results is less sensitive to a higher input, which is due to
the non-linearity of gm of the transistor. To deal with non-synchronizing inputs,
we employ thresholding to detect peak amplitudes beyond the acceptable range.
In addition, forcing the shutdown of certain oscillators allows an N-oscillator array
to emulate K-input functions for K < N .

2.2.5

Amplitude Readout Circuit

Fig. 2.8(a) shows the read-out circuitry. The input to the read- out circuit is
VOU T from the synchronized oscillators, which is DC-biased by the biasing network
RB1 and RB2 . The source follower operating with IBIAS works as a buffer for
VOU T . Finally, the diode-connected transistor rectifies and follows VSF to generate
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Figure 2.8. (a) The schematic and (b) the amplitude to voltage conversion of the
readout circuit.

the readout voltage VAN ALOG at the load capacitance CL . Fig. 2.8(b) shows the
conversion from VOU T amplitude to the analog voltage output VAN ALOG that the
readout circuit performs.

2.3

Computation using Configurable VCO Modules

As presented in the previous section, HyperFET oscillators provide a powerful, but
limited-flexibility, primitive computational operation. In this section, we extend
the computational capabilities of each oscillator by adding additional control inputs
to configure its behavior. With these additional inputs, we can now efficiently
realize a family of related primitives with a given oscillator network, rather than
a single functionality.
The coherence of the synchronized oscillators is defined as the similarity of
their oscillation frequencies. As mentioned previously in Sec. 2.2.1, the oscillation
frequency of a VCRO is determined by VIN , which is linearly correlated to the
discharging current ID .
ID = IR + IT = IR + (gm × VIN + IT0 )

(2.6)

Generally speaking, the relation between ID and VIN can be configured by changing
the resistance and the transistor size. Motivated by the fact that the similar ID s
induce the similar oscillation frequencies, we explore the configurable mapping
between VIN and ID in this section.
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Figure 2.9. (a) The structure of the simulated circuitry of coupled oscillators for
similarity measurement. The 2-D and 3-D plot of VOU T amplitude with various VIN 1
and VIN 2 for (b) base case, (c) voltage shift on VIN 2 , and (d) increased sensitivity to
VIN 2 .

2.3.1

Configurability

2.3.1.1

Base Case

Starting from n = 2, a coupled-oscillator structure is shown in Fig. 2.9(a). The
oscillation strength of a VCRO, which is defined as the individual oscillation frequency when it is not coupled, is positively correlative to the amount of the discharging current ID . Two transistors sized W 1 and W 2 are acting as voltage
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controlled current sources, and two resistors (RL1 and RL2 ) provide biasing current to the system. In the base case, the system is biased in balance, and the
transistors have equal size. As shown in the right half of Fig. 2.9(b), the lowest
VOU T amplitude lays on the diagonal, which corresponds to VIN 1 = VIN 2 . The left
half of Fig. 2.9(b) shows the cutting plane of VIN 1 = 450 mV . For the unbalanced
inputs (VIN 1 − VIN 2 = ∆V ), the amplitude increases with ∆V . The peak amplitude of VOU T stops increasing when the VCROs are no longer coupled, and the
maximum peak amplitude is around the amplitude of VOU T 1 or VOU T 2 .
In this work, a “similarity line” is defined as the collection of conditions (VIN 1 ,
VIN 2 ) for which the lowest VOU T amplitude occurs. Essentially, the similarity line
represents the condition that the oscillations are exactly coherent. The similarity
line for the base case can be described as LS : {VIN 1 = VIN 2 }. Accordingly, the
circuit in Fig. 2.9(a) outputs a signal VOU T , of which the amplitude relates to the
distance between the point (VIN 1 , VIN 2 ) and the corresponding similarity line.
2.3.1.2

Shifting Case

The biasing resistors RL1 and RL2 can be designed to be unequal to each other,
and the unbalanced biasing results in a shift on LS . Fig. 2.9(c) shows the case for
an increased RL2 . When the biasing current decreases with the enlarged resistance,
the total discharging current on V CRO2 drops under the condition VIN 1 = VIN 2 .
Therefore, V CRO2 oscillates slower, and the amplitude of VOU T increases for the
unbalanced oscillation. To cover the biasing current reduction, V CRO2 needs
a higher input voltage; i.e., a voltage shift on VIN 2 results in the same driving
strength compared to V CRO1. Effectively, VIN 2 is subtracted by a value VS . As
a result, the similarity line is shifted as LS : {VIN 1 = VIN 2 − VS }, where VS is the
voltage shift.
2.3.1.3

Narrowing Case

The transistor size of the VCRO corresponds to the ratio of current change to the
input difference, and therefore effects the sensitivity of the oscillation frequency.
Fig. 2.9(d) shows the case for an increased W 2. The increase and decrease amounts
of current are proportional to the transistor size according to Eq. 2.6. Therefore, a
given voltage variation induces more deviation to the output with larger transistor
size, and narrows the width of valley. As a result, the different sensitivity factors
(α1, α2) can be assigned to each of the VCROs by giving different transistor sizes.
In summary, given the configurable behavior of the coupled VCROs, the similarity line could be virtually a linear combination of VIN 1 and VIN 2 , i.e.,
LS : {α1 × (VIN 1 − VS1 ) = α2 × (VIN 2 − VS2 )}.

(2.7)

Generally speaking, the minimum amplitude at the node VOU T occurs when the
controlling currents ID of the two oscillators are equal, giving equal, or near equal
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Figure 2.10. (a) The structure of proposed configurable VCRO module. (b) The VOU T
amplitude of the proposed configurable VCRO for various Vx and Vy , coupled to another
VCRO module with fixed input (Vx0 = Vy0 = 450 mV ). (c) The circuitry replacement
for flexible resistance and equivalent transistor size. (d) The mapping of X and Y from
numerical domain to analog voltage domain.

frequencies, and enabling the oscillators to couple to a common frequency with
equally distributed phases.

2.3.2

Configurable VCRO Module

Based on the the features described in Sec. 2.3.1, we can build configurable VCRO
modules in systems of n-oscillators. Fig. 2.10(a) shows the structure of the proposed configurable oscillator. The discharging current ID is provided by three
components: two transistors sized W and one resistor (RL ).
ID = IR + IT = IR + gm × (Vx + Vy ) + IT0

(2.8)

The transistor sizes of each of the synchronized oscillators could be different to
give various gm ratios to the system.
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Figure 2.11. The relation between numerical domain (with numbers) and analog domain (with voltage and physical behavior).

Essentially, those two transistors are replacing the transistor in the non- configurable VCRO (Fig. 2.9(a)), splitting the input VIN to Vx and Vy . Fig. 2.10(b)
shows the simulation results of that one configurable VCRO with sweeping input conditions, Vx and Vy , coupled to another with fixed input, Vx0 = Vy0 =
450 mV . Observed from the simulation, the minimum V OU T amplitude occurs
when (Vx + Vy )/2 = 450 mV , which means Vx should be negatively correlated to
Vy for the same ID . Therefore, Vy can be a configurable parameter that changes
the correspondence between Vx and the VOU T amplitude.
As shown in Fig. 2.10(c), the transistor size can be flexible by splitting the
transistor into multiple switch-controlled transistors. Similarly, the resistor can be
replaced by another transistor to become reconfigurable.

2.3.3

Mathematical Expression

There are several useful mathematical vector operations that can be mapped to the
behavior of synchronized VCROs. For a configurable VCRO, the voltages Vx and
Vy are in a negative correlation for the same oscillation strength in terms of ID . To
achieve the comparing function between the input x and target y, the numerical y
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is inversely mapped to voltage Vy , as shown in Fig. 2.10(d).
To visualize the relation between the configuration change and function change,
we define the behavior of the synchronized oscillators as the analog domain and the
parameters of configurations as the numerical domain. Specifically, we are trying
to map the numerical range of the inputs, e.g., 1 to 256, to the active region of
the oscillators in terms of voltage range, e.g., 0.35 V to 0.55 V . In Fig. 2.11, the
analog domain and the numerical domain are marked as the blue and red blocks,
respectively. In the analog domain, there is an active region with the diagonal
similarity line. For the base case, the numerical domain maps perfectly onto the
numerical domain. In the shifting case, the input is equivalently subtracted by y2.
Therefore, a part of the active region is unused (not mapped), while the remaining
space of the numerical domain covers some inactive regions. In the narrowing
case, the input number is multiplied by a factor α2. As a result, the extended
space in numerical domain covers larger than the active region of analog domain.
Thus, the similarity region is equivalently narrowed by α2 seen from the numerical
domain. The mapping relations above demonstrate the reason for the shifting and
narrowing in Fig. 2.9.
For the n-synchronized oscillators, there is a similarity line in n- Dimensional
space, indicating the condition of exact coherence for the n- oscillator system. After
the mapping, the similarity line becomes LS : {α1(x1 − y1) = α2(x2 − y2) = ... =
αn(xn − yn)} in the n-Dimensional space, and αi is proportional to the transistor
width W i.
The functionality of the amplitude of VOU T is the deviation of the oscillation
frequency, which is positively correlated to ID s. If the vector inputs X and Y are
on the similarity line, the amplitude of VOU T is the minimum. Otherwise, VOU T
returns the deviation D(α(X − Y )) (within the similarity region).
Based on the properties of the proposed configurable VCROs, the functions of
an n-oscillator system include, but are not limited to:
(I) D(X) = ( n1

n
P

1

(xi − x̄)k ) k

i=1

Measuring the deviation of factor k of a set of input vector X, or checking
if the deviation is above some threshold. The coefficient k is determined
by the coupling and load capacitance, and k for mathematical standard and
absolute deviation are 1 and 2, respectively.
(II) D(αX)
1
1
Finding the matching degree for the n elements of X to a given ratio ( α1
, α2
,
1
..., αn ). It can also be used as the distance of the input X to the given line
when the function is extended to D(α(X − Y )). Given a threshold, the
oscillators would detect the points in the cylinder region around the line.
(III) D((X − Y ) ∪ {0})
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Figure 2.12. The configurable functions of synchronized oscillations.

Finding the similarity of two points X and Y. Given a threshold, the oscillators would detect the points in the ball region around Y. The shape of the
ball region can be changed when the function is extended to D(α(X −Y )∪0).
(IV) D((X − Y )0 ),
(X − Y )0 = {(xi − yi) | (xi − yi) ∈ oscillation range}
Measuring the deviation of only the input elements that are in the oscillation
range.
where input vector X = (x1, x2, ..., xn), and configurable parameters are:

narrowing : α = (α1, α2, ..., αn),
shif ting : Y = (y1, y2, ..., yn)
Fig. 2.12 shows the diagrams of the functions above.

2.4

Applications with Coupled VCOs

To parallelize the repetitive computation of, for example, image filtering, a system
can be built with an array of processing units. Fig. 2.13(a) shows the system
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Figure 2.13. (a) Image preprocessing with paralleled oscillator modules. (b) The 9oscillator module composed by the 9-synchronized configurable VCRO and peripheral
output circuits.

diagram of parallel computation with 10-by-10 array of oscillator-based processing
modular units, each with 9 coupled oscillators. The image with a large number
of analog pixels is captured by the camera sensor, segmented into windows which
are sized the same as the number of processing units (10-by-10), and processed
by the units in parallel. The control signals, Vα and Y, can be either identical or
different to each processing unit, depending on the application. In most of the
cases, the control signals come from the higher level architecture, and are fixed for
the repetitive computations.
Each of the processing units is an independent 9-oscillator module that can
perform the processing in parallel with other modules. As shown in Fig. 2.13(b),
the 9-oscillator module is composed of the 9-synchronized oscillators, the readout, and the thresholding circuits (voltage comparator). For the image processing
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function
Salience
Detection
Dilation /
Erosion

X
Pixel values
x1 to x9
Pixel values
x1 to x9

Y
No shift
0’s
VT H + VLB /
VT H − VU B

α
Equal weight
1’s
Equal weight
1’s

Output
D(X)

Color
Detection

RGB values
x1 to x3
RGB ∪{0}
x1 to x4
Input
sequence ∪{0}
x1 to x9

No shift
0’s
Target RGB ∪{0}
y1 to y4
Target
pattern ∪{0}
y1 to y9

1/(Target RGB)
α1 to α3
Equal weight
1’s
Importance
α1 to α9

D(αX) =
D([α1x1 to α3x3])
D(X-Y) =
D([x1-y1 to x4-y4])
D(α(X-Y)) =
D([α1(x1-y1)
to α9(x9-y9)])

Pattern
matching

Oscillate?1:0

Notes
Pixelwise salience for
detection edge
VT H : Threshold,
VLB : Lower boundary
VU B : Upper boundary
Detect color in given
RGB ratio
Detect color in given
RGB value
Degree of mismatch
for 8-bits pattern

Table 2.1. The configures of the 9-oscillator module for particular functions

applications as an example, nine input voltages (Vx1 , Vx2 , ..., Vxn ), corresponding to
one center pixel and the eight neighboring pixels, are connected to the oscillators.
The control signals, in terms of Vy and Vα , configure the oscillator for the particular
functions.

2.4.1

Distance and Deviation

The 9-synchronized oscillators naturally perform a deviation measurement by reflecting the distance between the input point X and the similarity line in n- Dimensional space. By fixing one of the inputs to, for example, zero, the similarity
line becomes a point in the (n-1)-Dimension, as illustrated in Fig. 2.12-III.

2.4.2

Image Filtering

To process the pixel values of an image, as the example shows in Fig. 2.13(a),
the oscillators are controlled by different configuration control values to perform
various functions. Table 2.1 shows the configures of the oscillators for various
functions, and Fig. 2.14 shows the original and processed images.
2.4.2.1

Salience and Edge Detection [40]

The salient point is more likely to be an edge if it locates in a region with more
deviation. Obtained by measuring the deviation of nine neighboring pixels, a
pixelwise salience map can be used as edge information.
2.4.2.2

Directional Edge Detection [89]

Another edge detection approach is to detect edges in certain directions. To detect
a line in, for example, the vertical (column) direction, we can compute the deviation
of three pixels in a row direction. The higher deviation in the horizontal direction
indicates that the more likely it is an edge in vertical direction.
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Figure 2.14. The input and output images of oscillator based-processing functions.

2.4.2.3

Dilation and Erosion [37]

By intentionally shifting the input to the oscillation boundary of the VCRO, the
oscillation occurs only when the input voltage is higher (or lower) than the threshold. The synchronization doesn’t really matter; detecting any high bit (or low bit)
in a set of five pixels (central and four neighbors) returns the dilation (and erosion)
filtering.
2.4.2.4

Color Detection [43]

The color information of a pixel can be described in three values in the R-GB domain. Colors with the same R-G-B ratio would appear as the same color
of different brightness. Therefore, the detection for a certain color can be done
by 3-synchronized oscillators. With 4-synchronized oscillators (R-G-B and zero),
the color range can be fixed around a specific pixel value, which can be another
different application.
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Figure 2.15. Weighted and non-weighted pattern matching functions.

2.4.3

Weighted Pattern Matching

The X−Y function of the configurable oscillators essentially performs the matching
between patterns. Independent weights can be achieved by assigning different α’s
to each oscillators, as shown in Fig. 2.15. The target pattern Y is configured
before sliding the window. Whenever the oscillator-based deviation module finds
a matching sequence, the thresholding circuit would output a bit-0, indicating a
low difference between X and Y occurs.

2.5

Performance

In this section, the performance evaluation is based on the properties and experimental results with V O2 as the RSD, scaled to a reasonable comparative size,
and projected to the feasible operation frequency. First of all, we compare the
performance of a single 9-oscillator module with a customized CMOS applicationspecific integrated circuit (ASIC) pipelined accelerator designed to perform the
same function. Then we compare the array of 100 parallel 9- oscillator modules
with the CMOS-based data path from a system prospective.

2.5.1

Modularized Deviation and Scalability

Fig. 2.16 shows the oscillator-based deviation circuit module and the corresponding
CMOS ASIC in 32 nm technology. The proposed oscillator- based module performs the deviation calculation with configurable parameters, e.g., D(α(X-Y)). To
perform
the comparable function, the CMOS ASIC is designed to calculate D(Z)
s
9
9
P
P
zi )2 , where Z = α(X-Y). The inputs X and Y for CMOS ASIC
= 19 (zi − 19
i=1

i=1
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Figure 2.17. The projected V O2 scaling for (a) the power estimation and (b) the
operation speed comparison between an oscillator-based deviation module and a CMOSbased accelerator. (Start point is based on experimental results.)

are both 9-element arrays with 8-bit elements, and the input α is a 9-element array with 2-bit elements. The CMOS ASIC baseline deviation module is a 42-stage
pipelined accelerator, synthesized using Synopsys Design Compiler [1]. Based on
the synthesis, the CMOS ASIC module can operate up to 500 M Hz, and consumes
1100 µW .
The channel size of V O2 determines the voltage and resistance, and thus
changes the power consumption of the oscillator-based module. Fig. 2.17(a) shows
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Figure 2.18. The system with (a) embedded oscillator-based preprocessing and (b)
CMOS-based off-chip accelerator.

the power estimation with the scaling of V O2 channel dimensions. In order to
compare the oscillator performance with 32 nm CMOS technology, we project the
power consumption for scaled oscillators of dimensions ([W,L] = [60 nm, 36 nm]).
We assume that the critical stimulus (electric field here) required for triggering
the IMT in V O2 remains constant [75]. We also assume that the resistance would
remains constant with the same aspect ratio. Accordingly, the power consumption
is 4.84 µW per module after scaling (synchronized oscillators: 4.59 µW , read-out:
0.19 µW , thresholding: 0.06 µW ).
Although the oscillation speed is inversely proportional to the load capacitance,
the phase transition time limits the increase of the operating frequency of the 9oscillator modules. We found in the simulation that if the oscillation period is too
short, the phase transitions of the oscillators would possibly overlap and make the
synchronization less predictable. Consequently, we need a shorter phase transition
time to make the module operates faster. Fig. 2.17(b) shows the projection of
2& O
4
operation speed. We assume that the intrinsic phase transition time (O
1 &O
3 ) determined by
in Fig. 2.2) is small compared to the RC charging time (O
the load capacitance. The optically induced phase transitions for V O2 has been
reported to occur in as little as ∼ 75 f s [14], and the electrically induced transition
has been reported as ∼ 200 ps [11] (experimentally measured) in a similar MIT
material V2 O3 . Therefore, the proposed oscillator-based module can operate up to
9.28M Op/s.
In summary, a single oscillator-based deviation module operates at 1/54 speed
4.84µW
M
), but consumes 1/227 power ( 1100µW
) of the CMOS-based module.
( 9.28
500 M

2.5.2

System-level Comparison

From the system prospective, the 10×10 parallel array of 9-synchronized oscillator
modules (Fig. 2.13(a)) is used to achieve a higher processing throughput, saving
the overhead of data conversion and transmission. Fig. 2.18 shows the sensor
chip data paths, with the array of 100 proposed oscillator-based modules and with
the conventional CMOS ASIC accelerator. Thanks to the low gate-count of the
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Channel Length
Power
Max Throughput
Max Frame Rate &
Transmission Per Frame
for 512 × 512 pixels
Max Frame Rate &
Transmission Per Frame
for 4K2K
approximate transistor
count

Oscillator-based
40 nm
484 µW
928M Op/s
3.5K F rame/s
262K bits/F rame

CMOS-based
32 nm
1.1 mW
(+6 mW for ADC)
500M Op/s
1.9K F rame/s
262K Byte/F rame

110 F rame/s
8M bits/F rame

59 F rame/s
8M Byte/F rame

8K

140K
(35200 gates)

Table 2.2. The specifications of the oscillator-based (10×10 array of oscillator modules)
and CMOS-based accelerator.

proposed 9-oscillator module (about 80 transistor counts, approximated to 20 gates
per module), it’s more likely be embedded in the same chip with the sensor units.
In the conventional data path constructed by the ADC and off-chip ASIC, the
pixel values are converted and transmitted before being processed.
Using multiple 9-oscillator modules in parallel, the proposed oscillator-based
accelerator can have a higher throughput, and consume less power than the CMOSbased ASIC accelerator. Table 2.2 shows the specification comparison between the
proposed oscillator-based and the conventional CMOS accelerators. Operating at
500M pixel/s, the power for the state-of-the-art sensor, based on [80] and [16], are
1.6 mW for the sensor and 6 mW for the ADC. For most general-purpose image
sensors applications, the ADC resolution is equal or above 8-bit, so we use 8-bit
for the applications in this work. In Fig. 2.18(a), the proposed oscillator-based
accelerator processes the pixel values without conversion, consuming 484 µW . In
Fig. 2.18(b), the CMOS-Based data path with ADC and ASIC consume 7.1 mW
(6+1.1 mW ), which is over 14X the power of the former. Meanwhile, the processed
results, instead of the pixel values, are transmitted off the sensor chip. Compared to
bit/pixel
) data transmission bandwidth
the CMOS data path using 8-bit ADC, 1/8 ( 81 bit/pixel
are used in the oscillator-based processing.

2.6

Analog Spiking Neuron Cells using RSDs

Unlike Boolean logic with digital representations and clocked operations, braininspired systems exhibit more robustness and reliability based on distributed,
event-driven, collective, and massively parallel mechanisms. Such systems make
extensive use of adaptation, self-organization, and learning [58]. Efforts to bridge
the gap between the scale and performance of mammalian neural networks have
turned to emulating certain aspects of the form of biological nervous systems as
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Figure 2.19. (a) The neuron, axon, and synapse connectivity. (b) The circuit structure
of a Hyper-Fet based neuron cell. The output behavior of (c) stable state (non-spiking)
and (d) input triggered spiking state (blue: triggering voltage, red: stable voltage).

well as their abstract functionality, with the development of dense arrays of neurons wherein certain portions of the circuit act as axons, and synapses: Following
the naming of the biological components, an artificial neuron is an Integrate-andFire (IAF) unit, receiving external excitements from the axons of the preceding
neurons through the synapses, as shown in Fig. 2.19(a). Despite decades of research on the implementation of silicon neurons, the current artificial neurons are
still much larger in physical size and power than a general human neuron. Consid35
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Figure 2.20. The simulated neuron behavior: (a) no output spike (insufficient VBIAS )
and (b) input spike triggering output spike (with increased VBIAS ). The measured neuron
behavior: (c) no output spike (insufficient VBIAS ) and (d) input spike triggering output
spike (with increased VBIAS ).

ering the large number of neurons in a biological-scale network, this imposes both
performance and power- efficiency constraints. Consequently, reducing the power
and chip area of artificial neurons is of significance in implementing larger systems
for higher level tasks.
Given the two resistance states of the RSD, a spiking neuron is constructed by
pairing the RSD with a transistor as a configurable impedance. Fig. 2.19(b) shows
the structure of a spiking neuron cell with the synapse receiving the input spike.
The resistance of a RSD RM switches between insulative (RI ) and conductive
(RC ) states. To simplify the analysis, the equivalent impedance of the transistor is
represented as RL . RM and RL are connected in series as a voltage divider, hence
the voltage of the connection node VO has two stable levels
VO = VDD ×

RL
RL + RM
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=


 VDD ×

RL
RL +RI

= VI

VDD ×

RL
RL +RC

= VC



f or insulative state
(2.9)
f or conductive state.

As shown in Fig. 2.19(c), the neuron behavior with a pre-excited spike contains
three stages:
(1) the RSD charges CL to VC ,
(2) the RSD transitions to insulator state,
(3) RL discharges CL to VI , and it stops here.
The synapses, receiving input spikes and reduce the total equivalent impedance
from VO to the ground, will lower the voltage level and trigger the output spiking.
As shown in Fig. 2.19(d), whenever the neuron receives sufficient input spike(s)
from the synapses, VO reaches the triggering voltage and goes to the fourth step:
(4) the RSD transitions to conductor state, with which the neuron spikes again.
The basic function of a neuron cell is generating a spike when receiving excitements over a certain threshold, which in our case is determined by VBIAS .
Fig. 2.20(a) and 2.20(c) show the case the input spike doesn’t trigger a output
spike. Increasing VBIAS lowers the stable voltage VI , and vice versa. When VI is
closer (farther) to the IMT condition of the RSD, the neuron need fewer (more)
input spikes to trigger the output spike. Therefore, a higher VBIAS means the neuron is spiking based on a lower threshold of number of input spikes. Fig. 2.20(b)
and 2.20(d) show the case that the neuron with a higher VBIAS spikes for the same
amount of input spikes.
The nano-scale HyperFET spiking neuron shown in this section provides a
potential analog solution to the energy-efficient neuromorphic hardware. The experimental results of a small-scale neural network functions has been measured
and reported [41], while larger-scales of implementations and evaluation rely on
the technique of fabrication.
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Chapter

3

Audio Transformation using Digital
Neuromorphic Chip
Recognition of voiced digits is one of the most commonly used applications in
automated voice recognition. It is commonly implemented using the Mel Frequency
Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) [24] feature extraction followed by a classifier. This
work develops a baseline MFCC feature extractor using a custom FPGA accelerator
as well as implementing MFCCs on a general purpose embedded ARM processor.
Figure 3.1(right) shows the default flow for the baseline MFCC approach using
TrueNorth only as a classifier.
The MFCC feature extractor cannot be directly ported into the TrueNorth
fabric due to fundamental differences in how computing is performed by the fabric.
TrueNorth is designed to support massively parallel, low-precision spiking neural
networks and has special constraints on connectivity and configuration structures
to achieve high energy-efficiency. This chapter presents insights on how a new
audio feature extractor can be designed to conform to the computational structure
of the TrueNorth fabric, enabling the single-chip solution shown in Figure 3.1(left).
Further, this work shows how the mapping can be tuned to trade off among area,
power and accuracy of the application. The system also integrate the audio feature
extractor with a front end microphone and a back-end classifier to show the overall
application level performance. Our results show that the IBM TrueNorth fabric is
an effective platform for running ultra-low power analytics applications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides an overview
of the TrueNorth Fabric. Section 3.2 presents the audio feature extraction algorithm and the details of how the operations are mapped onto TrueNorth. Section 3.3 presents the configurable features of the audio feature extraction pipeline.
Section 3.4 and 3.5 evaluate the performance and power consumption of the endto-end system.
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Figure 3.1. Approach Overview: recognizing spoken digits using two different preprocessing approaches. The proposed LATTE pipeline (left) uses only TrueNorth as the
preprocessing and classification platform. The pipeline with MFCC (right) requires an
ARM or FPGA platform to perform the preprocessing task, and then send the features
to the TrueNorth chip for classification. Both approaches use the Eedn as the classifier
network.

3.1
3.1.1

TrueNorth
TrueNorth Chip

The TrueNorth chip is the first silicon realization of the parallel, event-driven,
and scalable TrueNorth Architecture [59, 6]. Each chip is composed of 4096 neurosynaptic cores (Fig. 3.2) which are composed of arithmetic logic to compute the
neuron state, memory to store the neuron state, connectivity, and parameters, as
well as, a router to communicate data between cores. The neurosynaptic core implements 256 neurons and 256 axons, all connected via a synaptic crossbar which
allows for full connectivity, resulting in a total of 64k total programmable synapses
per core (1M neurons, 256M synapses per chip). Dendrites are represented as the
vertical direction of the crossbar, where a particular neuron may connect to one or
more axons via the programmable synapse. Spiking events are generated when a
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Figure 3.2. A TrueNorth Neurosynaptic Core. Each core has 256 axons, 256 programmable neurons, and 64k programmable synapses. Ai represents input axons, and
Nj represents neurons. Red synapses indicate which synapses transfer spikes from axons to neurons when spikes have been received on A0 and A2 . Neurosynaptic cores are
interconnected via a 2D Network on Chip.

neuron’s membrane potential reaches its specified threshold, and then they are injected into the inter-core network. Target axons receive the spikes, in turn causing
the connected neurons to update their membrane potentials, and so on.
The neurosynaptic core is capable of implementing several methods for computing neuron behavior based on a set of programmable weights and parameters.
This work employs the use of the following simplified equation to model the neural
synaptic integration [13]:
Vj (t) = Vj (t − 1) +

255
X

i
Ai (t)wi,j sG
j − λj

(3.1)

i=0

where Vj is the membrane potential of the j th neuron at time t, Ai represents the
ith axon’s reception of a spike (1 if spike received; 0 otherwise) and wi,j is the
entry in the cores synaptic weight matrix (1 when the ith axon is connected to
the j th dendrite). Gi integer axon type ∈ {0, ..., 3} for which a synaptic weight is
th
i
defined per neuron and sG
axon and the
j is the synaptic weight between the i
th
j dendrite. λj is a leak applied to the membrane potential at each timestep.
The leak can be a positive or negative number. For example, in this work we
use the positive leak to generate a periodic spike train with a configurable period.
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Figure 3.3. The structure of a general TrueNorth program composed of corelets.
Corelet A is an encapsulation of two neurosynaptic cores. Each of Corelet A’s external
output neurons are then connected to Corelet B’s and C’s external input axons. The
final program is a single Corelet D which encapsulates the entire hierarchical TrueNorth
network.

Finally, the neuron firing behavior can include a stochastic process by enabling
the pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) for the neuron. With this feature,
a neuron fires when its membrane potential exceeds the threshold plus a random
value generated by the PRNG.
As a concrete example of TrueNorth’s operation, we next describe how a spike
may cause a downstream neuron to fire. Assume a core with synaptic weights and
axon types, as shown in Fig. 3.2, has just received spikes on A0 and A2 , denoted
spike0 and spike1 . First, a trigger signal is received which increments the timestep
and moves spike0 and spike1 from their respective axons into the synaptic crossbar.
Spike0 is sent to neuron0 while spike1 is duplicated to both neuron0 and neuron2
as both contain an active synapse. In neuron0 , V0 is updated by −2 followed by +2
(as A0 has type S0 having a synaptic weight of −2 and A2 has type S3 which has a
weight of +2). N euron2 , on the other hand, is updated by −3 (as A2 has type S3
which has a weight of −3 for that neuron). After the synaptic and leak updates
to the membrane potential are complete, random numbers are drawn when in the
stochastic-spiking mode (a separate random number per neuron). If the current
membrane potential exceeds its firing threshold plus the random number, even if it
did not just receive spikes, the neuron will fire, resulting in a spike being produced.

3.1.2

Programming Model

Programming TrueNorth is primarily accomplished using the Corelet Language
via the Corelet Programming Environment (CPE) [8]. The CPE is a composable,
hierarchical programming framework that specifies a network of neurosynaptic
cores that only exposes the external input axons and external output neurons. All
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Figure 3.4. Two convolutional layers of Eedn. Each layer is a collection of data in a
3-D rectangular structure. The filter of size m rows × n columns × k features is applied
to the entire layer. The weights are triangular (−1, 0, 1), which is determined by the
synaptic connectivities in the TrueNorth cores.

other details of the network, such as number of cores and internal connectivity, are
encapsulated into a primitive known as a corelet (Fig. 3.3). TrueNorth programs
are described as the composition of one or more corelets which are eventually
mapped onto the physical TrueNorth processor.
In addition to CPE, a TrueNorth compatible model can also be generated using
Caffe [42] or MatConvNet [85] with customized TrueNorth compatible layers [31,
30]. These layers are able to automatically generate and configure communication
in terms of corelets, requiring developers to only specify standard MatConvNet
inputs, such as the dataset, network parameters (number of layers, connectivity,
loss functions, etc.) and learning parameters (learning rates, batch size, number of
iterations, etc.), while using matConvNet’s constraint solvers. The result of this
flow is a TrueNorth compatible network whose accuracy converges probabilistically
to that of the standard MatConvNet network. With this tool, TrueNorth based
classifiers can be easily trained on datasets, without the need to explicitly develop
customized corelets. In this work, MatConvNet is used to train the DNN classifiers
used to recognize spoken digits, using both MFCC and LATTE features.

3.1.3

TrueNorth Eedn

TrueNorth is a constrained neuromorphic processor, using low-precision synaptic
weights, spiking communication, and blockwise inter-core connectivity. In conventional convolutional networks, weights are high-precision floating-point or fixed42

point values. Also, conventional convolutional networks place no constraints on
filter size, or connectivity. Consequently, directly mapping these networks onto
TrueNorth can significantly reduce the accuracy. Instead, IBM has developed an
energy-efficient deep neuromorphic network (Eedn) [31], a specialized framework
for training convolutional networks that directly incorporates the constraints of
TrueNorth into the learning algorithm. By incorporating the constraints into the
learning algorithm, the resulting networks achieve both high accuracy and high
energy efficiency when run on TrueNorth.
As shown in Fig. 3.4, the Eedn structure is similar to conventional convolutional
networks. In each layer of the network, there is a rows × columns × f eatures data
structure, and a shared filter also in a 3-D rectangular shape. At run time, the
filter is applied to the input data, sliding through the entire data structure, and
the convolutional output propagates to the (n + 1)-th layer.
There are three key differences between Eedn and traditional convolutional networks. First, Eedn uses trinary weights -1, 0, 1 during network operation (forward
and backward passes), but maintains a high precision hidden weight during training. For operation, the high precision hidden weight is mapped to one of the trinary
values by rounding with hysteresis. The trinary weights are implemented with two
duplicated inputs, each weighted 1 or −1, chosen by the synaptic connectivity.
Second, Eedn uses spiking neurons that have a threshold activation function. The
derivative of this function is approximated for training. Third, Eedn partitions
layers and the corresponding filters into multiple groups to ensure that filters are
sized such that they can be implemented using single TrueNorth cores.

3.2
3.2.1

Audio Feature Extraction
Traditional Audio Feature Extraction with MFCC

Raw audio signals (sound waves) are typically transformed from a time-domain
waveform to a frequency domain representation in order to extract features. The
Mel-Frequency Cepstrum (MFC) [24] is widely used to represent the frequency
composition as coefficients (MFCCs) for audio analysis or recognition. Fig. 3.5
shows the MFCC pipeline which transforms a sound wave to MFCCs. To obtain the compressed power spectrum of a digital sound wave, the MFCC pipeline
contains the following steps: Hamming window, Fast Fourier Transform (FFT),
Mel-scale mapping, logarithm, and then Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT). Assuming the audio signal is framed, the Hamming window operation smooths the
beginning and the ending of the frames to improve the FFT response (based on
periodic signals). The FFT computes the frequency spectrum from the windowed
frames. The Mel-scale mapping compresses the linear frequency spectrum, using
triangular overlapping windows spaced according to the Mel-scale, a perceptually
defined distribution. The logarithm non-linearly compresses the spectrum magni43
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Logarithm
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Figure 3.5. The five stage MFCC pipeline with accompanying signal representation
between each stage. The input audio stream is segmented into frames that are converted into feature vectors. Beginning in the time-domain, the signal is converted into
a frequency domain representation, and compressed according to auditory perceptual
characteristics (Mel, log, DCT).

tude, again based on the characteristics of human auditory perception. Lastly, the
DCT block decorrelates the coefficients.

3.2.2

Proposed Feature Extraction - LATTE

LATTE is developed in order to lower the power required for audio preprocessing,
as well as to aggregate the full auditory processing pipeline on TrueNorth. LATTE
is inspired by the DCT, which finds the degree to which a windowed time-domain
input signal matches a set of fixed-frequency cosine waves. As shown in Fig. 3.6,
LATTE feature extraction computes the input response to four different phases
([cos, sin, −cos, −sin]) for 64 frequencies, followed by a max-pooling operation
over the four phases for each frequency. This results in a 64-dimensional frequency44
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Figure 3.6. The three-stage LATTE pipeline for converting time-domain audio into
frequency-domain features. After duplication, the weighted sum corelet computes the
frequency response of the input signal for multiple cosine phases. The max pooling stage
passes along the maximum response at each frequency, regardless of the signal phase.

domain output feature vector.
A 1D DCT, with input dimension n and output dimension k, can be represented
by the matrix transform:


C11 C12 ... C1k

  C21 C22 ... C2k 

YDCT = x1 x2 ... xn × 
(3.2)


...
Cn1 Cn2 ... Cnk
where xi are the input values and Cij are the constants based on f reqj , the frequency components of the DCT, where Cij = cos( ni × f reqj × 2π). Following
this concept, LATTE can be mathematically described by equations (3-5). The
weighted sum stage is defined as:
YCOS =

YDCT

(3.3)


YSIN =



x1 x2 ... xn



S11 S12
 S21 S22
×

Sn1 Sn2
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... S1k
... S2k 


...
... Snk

(3.4)

where Sij = sin( ni × f reqj × 2π). The max pooling operation is defined as:
YLAT T E (j) = max { YCOS (j), YSIN (j),
−YCOS (j), −YSIN (j)} ,

(3.5)

for j = 1...k. The max function serves two purposes. First, it acts as an absolute
value function, extracting the magnitude of the feature response, as is typical of
audio features such as MFCCs. This also ensures that all coefficients in YLAT T E are
positive. Secondly, it returns the response at a particular frequency irrespective
of the phase of the signal. Thus it extracts an invariant feature (frequency), while
reducing the effects of a variant feature (phase).
The TrueNorth architecture has several unique constraints that contribute to
its energy-efficient operation. These constraints pose challenges to programming
the architecture, and appear to challenge the fidelity of computation. However,
the results show that these constraints and the use of approximate features lead to
only a modest amount of degradation in classification accuracy, while improving
energy efficiency by over an order of magnitude. First, TrueNorth has a limited
number of non-zero synaptic weights per neuron (four), restricting the number of
quantization levels used to represent sine or cosine coefficients. Second, TrueNorth
uses spike codes of limited precision (32-levels in this work). Third, spike codes can
only represent positive values. Fourth, neurons have limited fan-out, only incident
on a single destination core. Finally, spiking neurons compute a limited set of
functions. Thus, instead of computing MFCCs or DCT coefficients directly, we
map LATTE features to the TrueNorth architecture as follows.
3.2.2.1

Implementation

The LATTE corelet implementation contains three subcorelets: splitter, weighted
sum, and max-pooling, as depicted in Fig. 3.6. The splitter subcorelet duplicates
the input signal (256 continuous audio samples), generating copies of the signal
required as input to each of the individual weighted sum cores. The weighted
sum corelet of LATTE next performs the parallel computation of k weighted sums
over the input vector X with n elements. Fig. 3.7 shows the detailed design
of the LATTE weighted sum subcorelet, which is the main component of the
transform. The cosine (and sine) constants are first scaled and rounded to the
integers ∈ {−2, −1, 0, 1, 2}, because each axon can be assigned one of four types.
According to those integer values, the inputs weighted {−2} are assigned to axon
type-0, {−1} to type-1, {1} to type-2, and {2} to type-3. The axon type of the
inputs weighted {0} are X ’s (don’t cares). Then the synaptic connectivity matrix
wij is assigned to all 1’s, except for axons which have a weight of zero. Since spikes
only represent positive values, a dual-rail encoding was adopted, using a pair of
neurons to represent the positive and negative response to a given input. Both
neurons receive identical input and have identical parameters, except for opposite
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Figure 3.7. The LATTE weighted sum corelet. The four-phase sine and cosine constant
vectors are programmed into the synaptic weights (a combination of the binary crossbar
Wij and the indexed neuron S-values, SjGi ).

signed synaptic weights. The positive neurons are programmed to have a synaptic
weight vector: SjGi = [−2, −1, 1, 2], in order to compute +cos and +sin, while the
negative neurons have a synaptic weight vector: SjGi = [2, 1, −1, −2], to compute
−cos and −sin. Also, the firing thresholds are fine-tuned for each of the neurons
to have a proper spiking probability. In particular, the high frequency components
have lower energy, so the neurons should be more sensitive, which means a lower
threshold than those of the low frequencies. The neurons in the weighted sum are
not retentive; they reset in every cycle, regardless of whether they spiked or not.
With the programming above, only one of the pair of positive and negative neurons
will spike, according to the matching degree of the input spike distribution and the
specific cosine (or sine) wave. The entire weighted sum subcorelet uses 2 × k cores
to generate k sets of frequency spectra, for a total of 4 × k weighted sum output
signals.
The LATTE max pooling stage finds the maximum response of the phase channels [cos, sin, −cos, −sin] output from the weighted sum block. (These phase channels also correspond to the [0, π2 , π, 3π
] cosine phases). Because the spikes from the
2
four channels might occur at different times, the values they are representing should
be compared based on the accumulation over a period of time. Therefore, the
max pooling subcorelet can further be divided into three subcorelets as shown in
Fig. 3.8: time divider, sto-to-det (stochastic-to-deterministic conversion), and detto-sto (deterministic-to-stochastic conversion). TrueNorth compatible DNNs use a
stochastic spike code, where a spike is generated at any given timestep with probability proportional to the value of the data to be propagated through the network.
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Figure 3.8. The LATTE max pooling corelet. The time divider subcorelet takes the
output from the weighted sum corelet (1) and divides the signals into two periods (2) and
(3). The sto-to-det subcorelet converts the signals (2) and (3) from a stochastic spike
code into a deterministic burst spike code, (4) and (5) respectively. The OR operation
on the burst code computes the max across 4 phases. The det-to-sto subcorelet converts
the signal back to stochastic code (6) and (7). Finally, the two period streams are
recombined to a single output stream (8), per feature.

For a given period of length p (32 in this experiments), the time divider propagates
spikes to the first output channel on the odd periods and to the second channel
on the even periods. Then the sto-to-det subcorelet accumulates on the receiving
period and spikes deterministically on the non-receiving period. Since the signals
are deterministic, the four phase channels can be directly combined (as a logical
OR operation) to get the maximum value[9]. Similarly, the det-to-sto subcorelet
receives the combined spikes on the receiving period and spikes stochastically on
the non-receiving period. At the end of the max pooling pipeline, the final output
is formed by merging the two time-divided signals with another OR operation. All
three subcorelets are clocked by spontaneous neurons that spike periodically and
deterministically, to delineate the computation periods. In TrueNorth, the OR
operation is achieved by simply targeting spikes to the same destination axon. As
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Figure 3.9. The signal transduction corelet converts the binary values to spiking representations.

a result, no additional cores are required to implement this function. The time
k
) = ceil( 32
) cores because the
divider and the sto-to-det blocks both use ceil( 2×4k
256
total number of signals between them is 2 × 4k, while the det-to-sto block uses
k
) = ceil( 128
) cores to process the 2 × k signals. The total core count of the
ceil( 2×k
256
k
k
max pooling subcorelet is 2 × ceil( 32
) + ceil( 128
) cores for k outputs.
The max pooling corelets finds the max of four values represented in a specific
length of spikes. If the max pooling is removed and the signals are directly wired
together, it is essentially doing the max pooling in each tick. The max pooling
corelet can also be expanded by increasing the number of phases processed to more
than four.

3.3

Configurable Preprocessing Pipeline

The transduction, LATTE, and folding corelets preprocess the audio samples and
feed the audio features into the Eedn classifier. In Fig. 3.1, the preprocessing
pipeline is built together with the classifier in the TrueNorth, while traditional
preprocessing operations are implemented in software and performed by the ARM
core. According to the requirements of the application, all three stages of the preprocessing pipeline can be configured to tradeoff area, energy, delay, and accuracy.

3.3.1

Transduction

Audio data captured by a digital electrical recording device (microphone + ADC)
is represented using binary numbers, but a spiking neural network operates with
signals in spiking representations. Therefore, a transducer converts the signal
from binary representation, to a spiking signal that the neurons can process. In
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the transduction corelet (Fig. 3.9), each of the digital bit-lines is connected to
the respective axon, which is assigned the power-of-two weight according to the
significance. The neurons in the transduction corelet accumulate the weights, and
spike as many times as the accumulation.
The bit-resolution of transduction for the design shown in Fig. 3.9 is flexible in
the range from 1-bit to 8-bits. This work uses TIDIGITS [52] as the application
dataset. The TIDIGITS data are sampled in 20k Hz, which means 20 new samples
coming in each TrueNorth tick (∼ 1 ms). In order to measure (or detect) features
that correspond to low-frequency spectra (human voice range: 80 to 255 Hz), a
frame should be longer than 1/80 sec. In addition, the multi-bit signal should be
encoded into a sequence of spikes that have sufficient resolution. Therefore, 5-bit
resolution is used for the input signals by sending the 5-bit data to the five lowestsignificant bits of inputs to the transduction corelet, and propagating the spiking
signals in a length of 32 ticks to the LATTE corelet. Accordingly, the samples are
framed to the size of 32ticks (32 ms), using 512 (or 256, depending on the LATTE
design) of the 640 available samples in every period.

3.3.2

LATTE Options

The LATTE corelet can be configured to trade off among accuracy, area, and
power budgets. Table 3.1 shows the five different configurations explored in detail
in this work by changing parameters such as frame size, max-pooling type, and
weight representations. The experiment starts with a baseline version, LATTEIII and perturb various parameters in the analysis. The LATTE input frame size
determines the number of available samples in each sampling period for a given
number of cores. The LATTE-I configuration reduces the frame size by half as a
means of reducing power and area consumption, but this configuration results in
accuracy loss due to the reduction in samples.
The max pooling corelet counts the input spikes of each port for a period of
time, and spikes according to the largest number counted. In LATTE-II, the max
pooling corelet is replaced with an OR operation of the spikes at each tick. While
the OR operation is simpler, there may be an output spiking rate even when all the
inputs spike sparsely. In that case, it would be necessary to reduce the sensitivity
of the weighted sum corelet and lose some detailed features to save power. In
the LATTE-IV configuration, the max pooling corelet is expanded to take more
than the four phases used in the baseline in order to realize a more precise feature
extractor. Finally, the LATTE-V configuration uses a wider range of encoded
weights to enhance accuracy.
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Table 3.1. Preprocessing pipeline designs

Designs
I
II
III
IV
V

total
cores
92
336
352
428
608

LATTE
cores
14
258
274
350
530

frame
size
256
512
512
512
512

max pooling
in LATTE
4 phases
None
4 phases
all phases
4 phases

weight
range
{-1, 0, 1}
{-1, 0, 1}
{-1, 0, 1}
{-1, 0, 1}
{-2, -1, 0, 1, 2}

Figure 3.10. The folding corelet is a virtually folded long data path. In every several
tick distance (k), the data are duplicated and sent to one of the outgoing ports.

3.3.3

Folding for frame collection

While each output frame from LATTE contains the features from a (32 ms) frame
of samples, the audio segment to be classified usually has a length longer than
one frame. Consequently, the features from multiple frames are required by the
classifiers. In the traditional approach, features of the frames are collected using
buffer by the software. In TrueNorth, a folding corelet is designed to perform the
same frame collection operation.
In the TrueNorth ecosystem, the signals are streaming spikes which cannot be
stored indefinitely in a local buffer. Therefore, a long traveling path is virtually
created for the output spikes from the LATTE corelets, so that the spikes remain
present in the system for a longer time. As shown in Fig. 3.10, the signals are
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Figure 3.11. Example MFCC (top) and LATTE (bottom) extracted features for the
spoken digits (1-9, zero and “oh”). Differences between the digits are seen in the differences in feature response across time and frequency in both representations. Although
the MFCC and LATTE feature responses are visually very different different from each
other, they both carry sufficient information for speech recognition.

duplicated in every fixed distance (k) along the virtual path, and one of the duplicates is sent to the output port while the other keeps traveling. In that case, the
traveling path is essentially folded, and the signals are obtained on the side of the
folded path.
To build the virtual path, the n delay elements in TrueNorth’s axon buffers (k
for each) are used to perform a frame collection over the time length n × k. The
n and k are configurable parameters. In this implementation, n = 23 and k = 48
are chosen to cover a period of 1104 ms, which is generally long enough to cover
the spoken digit of the TIDIGITS dataset.

3.4

End-to-End System Performance

Figure 3.11 shows the features produced by both MFCC (top) and LATTE (bottom). LATTE features (Fig. 3.11 bottom) are approximated features using the
DCT-like processing on TrueNorth, while the MFCC features (Fig. 3.11 top) are
high-precision and are used as a baseline. As described in Section 3.2.1, MFCC
feature computation consists of hamming window, FFT, mel-scale mapping, logarithm, and DCT. All those operations rely on the signal representation in highprecision and cannot be mapped directly onto the TrueNorth ecosystem. The
MFCC pipeline without the DCT step obtains the mel-scale frequency amplitude,
in log scale. Following the same concept, LATTE finds the matching degrees of
the input signal to a set of predetermined frequencies which are approximately
distributed in mel-scale. The thresholds of the neurons for different frequencies
are set according to the observation that signals at higher frequency often have
lower amplitude. Therefore, the sensitivity of neurons at high frequencies is higher,
and the logarithm is no longer required. In summary, we design LATTE to save
power by removing or replacing the high-precision processing steps in the MFCC
pipeline.
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this section shows the performance of various combinations of the preprocessing pipelines using 5 different LATTE designs and 4 different sized Eedn networks.
All the experiments follow the same flow:
1. The raw audio data of the TIDIGITS dataset are fed to the preprocessing
corelet (or the ARM preprocess function with MFCC).
2. The extracted features from the preprocessing stage are collected in spiking
format, and saved with the time and input pin information.
3. The spike streams are cut into fixed time windows, and stored in the lightning
memory-mapped database (LMDB) [3] format.
4. The Eedn classifier is trained with the LMDB on a GPU, and generates the
network corelet for test on TrueNorth.
5. The trained classifier network corelet is tested with the saved spike streams,
which are the exact output spike stream from the preprocessing corelet.

3.4.1

LATTE designs vs. Accuracy

The LATTE feature extractor comprises the largest portion of the preprocessing
corelet. The five preprocessing pipelines are implemented with different LATTE
options shown in Table 3.1. As shown in Fig. 3.12, the performance of the pipeline
using LATTE-III is 94.6%. The design using LATTE-I saves about three quarters
of the preprocessing overhead while reducing the accuracy to 90.7%. In LATTE-II,
removing the max pooling corelet, which is a relatively small part of the pipeline,
drops the accuracy to 91.2%. In contrast, adopting an extended max pooling
corelet that processes more phases in LATTE-IV increases the accuracy to 95.1%.
Finally, the use of high-precision weights in LATTE-V raises the accuracy to 95.5%,
but increases the size of the preprocessing corelet almost by half. The preprocessing
pipelines with LATTE-I and -IV are chosen to be the preferred designs for lowpower and high-accuracy oriented designs, respectively.
In addition to the LATTE corelet designs in TrueNorth, a floating-point version of LATTE that runs on an embedded ARM core with an accuracy score of
97.8% is implemented. Compared to the corelet versions of LATTE, the floatingpoint LATTE uses input data in floating-point representation, and floating-point
weights. The floating-point LATTE algorithm shows the upper bound of the accuracy that the LATTE algorithm can achieve. On the other hand, the classifier
trained and tested with the software implementation of preprocessing pipeline using MFCC achieves 99.5% accuracy.
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94.6 %
90.1 %

95.1 %

95.5 %

91.2 %

0

Figure 3.12. The accuracy for different LATTE designs (using Eedn − iv 1071 cores).

3.4.2

Eedn size vs. Accuracy

Multiple designs of the Eedn classifier network are implemented. Four different of
the specialized Eedn designs (Eedn − i, Eedn − ii, Eedn − iii, and Eedn − iv)
shown in Table 3.2 were explored and these configurations used 170, 300, 552,
1071 cores, respectively. The data fed into the first layer are 46 frames (23 folds,
2 channel) by 64 features. The size of the column dimension decreases as the data
moves to the upper layers, meaning each upper column contains the information
of multiple columns of lower layers. In the last layer, the 220 output features are
correlated with the 11 classes (20 each).
The number of features generated on the lower levels dominates not only the size
but the accuracy. The basic design (Eedn−i) mentioned above uses 170 TrueNorth
processing cores. The network can be expanded by increasing the number of lower
layer features which is more important to the accuracy. As shown in Fig. 3.13, the
LATTE accuracy curve is nearly a straight line, which means that the increase in
accuracy is approximately proportional to the number of Eedn cores in log scale.
On the other hand, the implementations using floating-point LATTE and MFCC
have the highest accuracy with Eedn − iii, and slightly lower with Eedn − iv
because of overfitting.
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Table 3.2. Eedn Classifier designs

Layers
out
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
cores

data
row×col
1×1
1×4
1×6
1×9
1 × 20
1 × 42
1 × 45
1 × 46

98.8 %

96.6 %

filter
m×n

stride

1×4
1×4
1×4
1×4
1×4
1×4
1×2

1
1
1
2
2
1
1

feature
Eedn-i
220
64
32
32
32
32
32
64
170

feature
Eedn-ii
220
64
64
64
64
64
64
64
300

feature
Eedn-iii
220
64
64
128
128
128
128
64
552

feature
Eedn-iv
220
64
64
64
64
128
256
64
1071

99.1 %

99.3 %

99.2 %

97.7 %

98.0 %

97.8 %
95.1 %

91.9 %

93.8 %

93.0 %

0

Figure 3.13. The accuracy for different Eedn designs (using the preprocessing design
with LATTE-IV ).

3.5

Power

For power measurement, the single-board design platform called NS1e released by
IBM is used. The board includes an ARM core, a TrueNorth chip with 1 million
neuron cells, FPGA for configuring the TrueNorth chip, and other peripheral circuits such as ethernet, memory, and interfaces. On the ARM core, Linux runs as
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.14. (a) Active power comparison of preprocessing methods and platforms,
and (b) Static and standby power of NS1e design board.

Figure 3.15. Power breakdown of the TrueNorth end-to-end systems. The static power
are scaled by the factor of (#cores used /#total cores ).

the operating system so that the MFCC C++ codes can be compiled and run.
Fig. 3.14(a) shows the active power comparison of LATTE on TrueNorth,
MFCC on ARM, and MFCC on FPGA [82]. The power consumed by the operation of the preprocessing corelets are 3.774 mW (with LATTE-I) and 5.92 mW
(with LATTE-IV ), while the preprocessing approaches implemented in ARM and
FPGA are as high as 62.3 mW and 122 mW , respectively. The software approach
on ARM consumes lower active power than the FPGA approach; however, power
consumed by the Linux, which is required by the former, is likely to be larger than
the FPGA static power 12 mW reported in [82].
The NS1e board is a general purpose design platform. To support a variety
of application requirements, it spends most of the power on the supplemental
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Table 3.3. TrueNorth end-to-end system power consumption

Design target
LATTE design
Preprocessing cores
Eedn cores
Total cores
Accuracy (%)
Power (mW) @ 0.8V
Power (mW) @ 1V

reduced
classifier
IV
428
170
598
91.86
14.43
28.27

reduced
preprocessing
I
92
1071
1163
90.77
29.1
57.5

high
accuracy
IV
428
1071
1499
95.51
38.59
72.15

elements and interfaces, as shown in Fig. 3.14(b). The TrueNorth static power is
measured, and scaled down by the factor of #cores used / #total cores to give a
more precise estimation of the real case. TrueNorth is also powered with a reduced
supply voltage (0.8 V ), which is sufficient for TrueNorth to perform the real-time
task.
Fig. 3.15 shows the measured power of the TrueNorth end-to-end systems with
scaled static power. The NS1e is powered with 1.0 V supply voltage. The two
systems, using LATTE-IV with Eedn − i and Eedn − iv (170 and 1071 cores),
have the power consumption 28.264 mW and 72.15 mW , respectively, on Ns1e.
When the chip is powered with a reduced voltage, the power consumption is saved
by almost half. The high-precision system (95.092%) consumes 38.59 mW , and the
low-power system with a reasonable accuracy (91.8572%) consumes 14.429 mW .
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Chapter

4

Image Feature Extraction using
Partitioned Convolutional Neural
Networks
In this chapter, a case study on pedestrian detection is performed to explore the
uses of neuromorphic hardware beyond pure classification tasks and the effectiveness of imposing explicit structure and semantics on the training process for a
neuromorphic classification system. The IBM Neurosynaptic System [59, 6] is targeted as the neuromorphic platform of choice, but the high-level design approaches
are broadly applicable to many neuromorphic platforms. Figure 4.1 shows the high
level flow for a pedestrian detection task based on using the histogram-of-orientedgradients (HoG) [22] feature representation and how this feature extraction could
be pursued on a neuromorphic platform. Three different design approaches considered for mapping HoG to a neuromorphic substrate, namely a programmed
approach using approximations of HoG computation components built from neuromorphic primitives (NApprox ), a network trained to mimic HoG outputs (Parrot),
and feature extraction fundamentally entangled with the process of end-to-end classification (Absorbed ). All of the approaches are compared against an FPGA-based
baseline [4].

4.1

Pedestrian Detection with HoG

Pedestrian detection is a classic problem in the field of computer vision [26]. It has
been shown that a human’s salient features can be sufficiently represented by gradient orientations within spatial relationships to detect people within images [22],
leading to the development of HoG variants as feature descriptors. Furthermore,
it is possible to map the primitives of HoG efficiently to lower precision and approximate versions of its component operations, which has spurred deployment of
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Neuromorphic HW
absorbed feature extractor + classifier (monolithic NN)

block norm.
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P

P
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Ix/Iy
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tan-1θ
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or
Ix/Iy
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Neuromorphic HW

histogram

Max pooling

NApprox HoG

or
Neuromorphic HW

Trained classifier

Parrot HoG

Figure 4.1. Pedestrian detection flow using HoG depicting multiple approaches for implementing feature extraction. In addition to an FPGA baseline implementation of HoG
feature extraction, we consider approximation using neuromorphic primitives, parroting
the output of an HoG extractor with a neural network, and a monolithic classification
network approach wherein feature extraction is absorbed into the classifier.

Pixel0 Pixel1 Pixel2
Pixel3 Pixel4 Pixel5
Pixel6 Pixel7 Pixel8
Figure 4.2. Pixel structure to illustrate gradient computation
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HoG on embedded systems [4, 77].
State-of-the-art HoG approaches are heuristic methods consisting of the following procedures: color-space adjustments, gradient computation, orientation votes
in cells, contrast normalization over spatial blocks, feature collection over a window, and classification with respect to scoring from a trained model. Gradient
computation starts with dividing the image to cells of size 8 × 8 pixels. Following this, the algorithm can be broken down into the following steps, all of them
pertaining to one cell at a time:
(i) Gradient vector: A discrete derivative mask is applied on the cell in order to
compute the gradient. It was concluded that a centered, 1-d point derivative
([-1,0,1]) gave the most optimal performance. The result is the derivative of
the image in the x- and y-direction at every pixel. This is equivalent to:
Ix = P ixel5 − P ixel3 and Iy = P ixel1 − P ixel7
in Figure 4.2.
(ii) Computation of the gradient angle and magnitude: After finding the x and y
derivatives, the angle and magnitude of the gradient are calculated at every
pixel.
(iii) The orientations of the pixels are then binned in a histogram. The binning
is typically done by the gradient magnitude at the pixel, with the bin width
being evenly spaced at 20°, over 0°- 180°or 0°to 360°.
The feature descriptor of an image is obtained by concatenating the histogram of
all the cells of the image.

4.2

Design Paradigms for Neuromorphic Feature
Extraction

Mapping traditional compute-intensive algorithms onto TrueNorth, amidst constraints of accuracy and performance, presents a number of interesting trade-offs.
To gain insights into how best to map structured computations onto a neuromorphic platform, the implementations of feature extraction on TrueNorth using three
distinct design paradigms are detailed below.

4.2.1

NApprox: HoG using TrueNorth Primitives

As discussed in the previous section, certain operations on the TrueNorth chip can
be done with high speed and low cost. In particular, the inner product operation
is very efficient on TrueNorth, as are pattern matching and comparison operations.
However, implementing exact, full precision versions of any given part of the HoG
pipeline on TrueNorth is cumbersome at best. Thus, we construct an approximate
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Operation

Original Computation

Gradient vector

Using filters
(-1 0 1) & (-1 0 1)'
Result: Ix and Iy

Gradient Angle

θ = tan−1 IIxy

Gradient
Magnitude

p 2
Ix + Iy2

Histogram

Binned by
magnitude, either
choosing 9 bins
from 0 to 180
or 18 bins
from 0 to 360.

TrueNorth Computation
Using filters
(-1 0 1),(1 0 -1),
(-1 0 1)', (1 0 -1)'
Result: Ix, -Ix, Iy, -Iy
(Pattern Matching)
θ for which
(Ix cosθ + Iy sinθ)
is maximum.
(Comparison)
(Ix cosθ + Iy sinθ)
(Inner Product)
Binned by count,
with 18 bins
from 0 to 360.
(Inner Product)

Table 4.1. HoG implementation: Conventional vs approximation for TrueNorth

HoG feature extraction pipeline by building an approximate version of each of the
four major components of the HoG flow out of primitives efficient on TrueNorth.
Table 4.1 illustrates the primary components in the remapping from the HoG
algorithm onto TrueNorth in terms of their mathematical expressions and underlying TrueNorth primitives. The gradient vector is found by performing low precision
pattern matching. Furthermore, the expression (Ix cosθ + Iy sinθ) is equivalent to
the magnitude of the gradient. This form can be efficiently mapped on to the hardware. The gradient angle is the direction in which the gradient is dominant. The
angle can, therefore, be found by evaluating the magnitude in different directions,
and finding the one in which the magnitude is maximum. The resultant angles are
binned in the histogram.
To validate this mapping approach, and to gain insights into features specific
to TrueNorth versus more broadly applicable to other neuromorphic platforms,
a software model is developed that operates equivalently to the NApprox HoG
on TrueNorth. In testing with a thousand training images from the INRIA Person Dataset [22], the outputs of the hardware implementation and software model
achieved over 99.5% correlation when configured to operate with the same quantization width. Building the software model allows to explore a variety of quantization options beyond those currently available on the TrueNorth platform, and
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Figure 4.3. Randomly generated train-data for training the feature extractor.

thus perform more direct comparisons with other implementation alternatives.

4.2.2

Parrot-HoG

Instead of implementing feature extraction by programming the detailed operations, the neural network can be a trained classifier that behaves like a desired
feature extractor. Prior work [29] has termed this a ”Parrot transformation”. In
an HoG feature vector, each bin has a value correlated to the degree of the input
region matching the respective orientation. Similarly, one can construct a neural
network where the neurons of a particular class in the neural network output the
confidence that the input data belongs to the class, thereby producing an equivalent feature vector.
To train the classifier to learn to produce HoG feature vectors, the labeled
training data are prepared by randomly generating the gradient patterns, examples
of which are shown in Figure 4.3. Automatic generation of labeled data is possible
because HoG is a well-defined function of the input pixels, in contrast with the
”pedestrian” function. Empirically, it is discovered that the initial layer in the
network needed to be provided with all 8 × 8 inputs to the cell, or else it was
difficult to train the response to cell-level, rather than local, gradient features.
Also, the training samples with different ratio of 10 s and 00 s are generated so that
the feature extractor can learn to deal with samples with offsets. The samples
in each class are somewhat similar to those in the neighboring classes, so the
distribution of confidence scores matching the HoG histograms is more important
than the particular classification that would be produced if the network were used
as a classifier.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of pedestrian detection feature extraction approaches with
SVM classifiers via miss-rate/false-positive curves. The NApprox HoG performs similarly
to the traditional FPGA HoG implementation whether using floating-point or 64-spike
precision.

4.2.3

Absorbed Features (Monolithic Classifier)

As a final point of comparison, it is also considered whether an explicit feature
extraction stage is valuable in a neuromorphic environment, by examining a rawimage to classification system that doesn’t impose particular feature extraction
semantics. This system is provided with the equivalent neuromorphic platform
resources to the combined resource count of the maximum used by an extractor
and classifier for the previous two approaches, and using the same training set used
to train the classifier for the explicit feature extraction designs.

4.3

Methodology and Validation

In order to ensure that the HoG feature extractors are producing high quality
outputs, a support vector machine classifiers comparable to that used in [5] for
classification of FPGA-based HoG feature extraction is built. Support Vector
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Machine models (SVMs) are a well-known machine learning method, based on
supervised learning. Using LIBSVM [15], the linear SVM classifiers are trained
from mining hard negative examples through 2, 416 positive person images and
12, 180 negative images in the INRIA Person Train Dataset. In other words, after
the training of an SVM model is completed, the systems go through negative
training images to filter false positives, to augment the SVM model as negatives.
To separate algorithmic changes in the approximated HoG approach from
TrueNorth-specific quantization effects, both a high precision software and lowprecision TrueNorth compatible version of feature extraction are validated against
the precision-recall characteristics of the FPGA approach in [5]. Figure 4.4 indicates that the quality of TrueNorth NApprox HoG, high precision software NApprox HoG, and the original FPGA implementation provide comparable precisionrecall characteristics when a resource-equivalent SVM is used as the classifier.
More specifically, the configurations of the compared feature extractors are as follows: FPGA-HoG is an HoG of 9 orientation bins from [5] (weighted voting in
magnitude, fixed-point computation), NApprox(fp) is the full-precision version of
the neuromorphic primitive HoG of 18 bins (voting in counts, floating-point(fp)
computation, and NApprox is the TrueNorth-compatible, reduced precision implementation of NApprox(fp). All HoGs exploit contrast normalization over 2 × 2
v
.
cells in a block, and l2norm represents the normalization using kvk
2
In order to adapt to TrueNorth-specific resource constraints, the following
changes were made to our proposed HoG schemes. First, color channels are reduced
from RGB to grayscale. To compute the 8 × 8 gradient matrix for a cell described
in Section 4.2, 10 × 10 pixels are fed to HoG. A weighted voting is conducted
among 18 orientation bins. However, aliasing 1 is ignored to satisfy consistency in
approximation designs. Assuming overlapped spatial blocks in contrast normalization, the 2 × 2 cells are set to a block with striding a cell in both vertical and
horizontal way. As a result, providing each HoG window with 64 × 128 pixels,
7, 560 (= 7 × 15 × 18 × 4) feature elements for each training image are created.
The INRIA Person Test Dataset [22] is the test cases in this work. Each SVM
model infers person detection from 15 HoG windows, where each window size
increases by 1.1×. As a result, tens of thousands of detection windows are in a fullHD (1920 × 1080) image. The detection windows are then narrowed by performing
non-maximum suppression (NMS) with  = 0.2 [22]. Detection candidates are
evaluated as a function of false positives per image versus miss rate as proposed
by Dollar et al [26], which is a proxy for precision-recall curves. In determining
true positives, the ratio of a detection’s overlapped region to ground truth images
has to be larger than or equal to 0.5. Otherwise, detection is regarded as a false
positive.
1

Discrete orientation bins cannot exactly represent an angular orientation between two neighbored bins. To mitigate aliasing, a bilinear interpolation can be considered as a weighted voting
in magnitude [22].
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4.4

Results

In this section, the extracted HoG features using the classifier running on neuromorphic hardware are evaluated, in order to showcase end-to-end pedestrian
detection system performance. In contrast to traditional software and FPGA approaches, performing normalization is costly on the TrueNorth platform. Therefore, the experiments elide block normalization when using the neuromorphic classifier.

4.4.1

Accuracy Analysis

The same Eedn network are used for the three cases: monolithic NN (absorbed
features), NApprox HoG, and Parrot HoG. An 18-layer Eedn classifier is designed,
using 2864 cores, for the pedestrian detection on extracted HoG features. Another
2-layer Eedn classifier for the Parrot HoG feature extraction are designed, using 8
cores for each cell of 8 × 8 pixels (in total, 1024 cores for a window of 64 × 128
pixels). Combining the two Eedn networks, 3888 cores are used.
For the monolithic (absorbed) approach depicted at the top of Figure 4.1,
the Eedn network with the combined network structure (3888 core) was trained
as a single network by back-propagation. The resultant network always makes
blind decisions (all-positive or all-negative), meaning that this combination of network configuration and training set do not converge to a useful learned response.
Note that similar pixel-to-classification networks using Eedn have been successfully
trained for vision tasks [32] within single-chip resource budgets, albeit for lower
resolution inputs. Therefore it is suspected that the network over-fits due to the
training set used (2, 416 positive samples with similar number of negative samples)
being insufficient for the size of network needed to process 64 by 128 pixel inputs.
However, the same set of training images is sufficient to train the 2864 core Eedn
classifiers (iso-resource) for both the Parrot and NApprox HoG approaches, both
of which produce HoG features from the same 64 by 128 pixel inputs.
Figure 4.5 shows the miss rate versus false positive curves for the Parrot (32spike stochastic coding) and NApprox HoGs with Eedn classifiers. NApprox and
Parrot have very similar miss rate versus false positive tradeoffs, implying that
they produce features of similar quality. Importantly, however, the Parrot HoG
uses substantially fewer resources than NApprox to achieve similar quality feature
extraction.

4.4.2

Power Efficiency

For a full-HD image, sliding windows in six different scales (1.1× between each
scaling layers) are needed. In each of the scaling layers, the image is processed in
cells of 8 × 8 pixels, resulting in the number of cells in each layer being {240 ×
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Figure 4.5. Comparison of pedestrian detection approaches with Eedn classifiers. The
HoG feature extraction approaches, NApprox and Parrot, perform similarly despite divergent resource usage.

135, 160 × 90, 106 × 60, 71 × 40, 47 × 26, 31 × 17}, a total of 57749 cells per image.
For throughput equivalent to prior HD approaches utilizing reconfigurable hardware of 26 f ps [4], the system should have an overall throughput of 1.5 million
cells/second.
For the NApprox design, clock signals are used to accumulate the weighted
sum for multiple clock ticks (usually 1 ms per tick) in the membrane potentials,
so that more precise inner-product results can be provided. The input signals
to the NAapprox HoG are encoded in 64−spike representation (6−bit fixed-point
resolution). Therefore, a single NApprox HoG module, using 26 TrueNorth cores,
can provide a throughput of 15 cells/sec. Accordingly, the NApprox approach
for full-HD images @ 26 f ps requires a very large number of cores (nearly 650
TrueNorth chips) and would consume 40 W . Thus, while it is possible to utilize
such a programmatic approach on a neuromorphic platform, it’s not always the
most practical deployment option.
The parrot HoG has design options for the precision of the input representation
from 32−spikes to 1−spike in stochastic coding representation. Figure 4.6 shows
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Approach
High-precision HoG
on FPGA [4]
NApprox HoG
on TrueNorth
Parrot HoG
on TrueNorth

Signal resolution
16-bit
64-spike
(6-bit)
32-spike
(5-bit)
4-spike
(2-bit)
1-spike
(1-bit)

Power Estimation
Logic only: 1.12 W
System: 8.6 W
40 W
≈ 650 TrueNorth chips
6.15 W
768 mW
192 mW

Table 4.2. Estimated power consumption for HoG implementation approaches: FPGA
(baseline), NApprox (direct programmatic mapping of HoG algorithm via synaptic core
intrinsics), and Parrot (trained neural network approximation of HoG).

the trade-offs of precision to classifier accuracy. With the 32−spike signal representation, each parrot HoG module provides a throughput of 31 cells/sec. The
throughput can be increased to 1000 cells/sec by using 1−spike representation. As
a result, the parrot HoG approach processes the full-HD images @ 26 f ps using a
substantially smaller number of chips, with total power of 6.15 W and 192 mW
for 32− and 1−spike representations, respectively.
For a comparison across designs, the HoG module in [4] is synthesized on a
Xilinx Virtex-7 690T FPGA [88] with an IBM CAPI interface [76] and the power
consumption is estimated using Xilinx Vivado [87]. The power for the logic part
of the HoG accelerator in isolation is reported as 1.12 W . For a fair comparison
to the proposed TrueNorth systems that handles the internal signaling and data
movement, the system level consumption of the FPGA approach which contains the
peripherals, such as clocking and CAPI interfaces, is reported as 8.6 W . Table 4.2
shows the comparison among the feature extraction approaches. Low precision
Parrot HoG encodings produce sufficiently high quality output at substantially
lower power requirements.
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Figure 4.6. Classifier accuracy and miss rate with different representation for the
validation set of training data.
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Chapter

5

Conclusion
In this work, the non-Boolean computation hardware accelerations, including nanoscale coupled-oscillators, audio feature extraction, and histogram of oriented gradient, are introduced. Those non-Boolean operations are based on the new technologies such as the HyperFET, a hybrid transistor build with the metal-insulator device, and the TrueNorth, a digital emulation for spiking neural networks. However,
it’s not straightforward how to build the accelerated functions with the primitives
those new technologies natively support. For example, the coupled oscillators originally support simply the detection of the similarity among a set of input values.
The configurable voltage-controlled oscillators are proposed to perform more operations in addition to the simple coupling. In Ch. 2, the detailed and thorough flow
from low-level device behaviors to high-level advanced functions such as image filtering and weighted pattern matching are illustrated. The coupled-oscillator-based
accelerator can achieve a 14× power saving compared to a CMOS-based baseline.
For another example, the TrueNorth neurosynaptic hardware was built to perform the inference of pre-trained neural networks. Thanks to the programmability,
the TrueNorth neural fabrics can be assigned specific tasks, such as finding the
matching degree of a set of inputs to a pattern through weighted-sum, and maxpooling through wiring the burst-coded signals together. In Ch. 3, the LATTE feature extraction, to replace the MFCC preprocessing for speech recognition tasks,
is introduced with details following the background required to understand the
programmable neurosynaptic platform.
Last but not least, the neural network can also be partitioned and trained
individually, as the human can interfere and help the learning of the network
with the understanding of desired features. In Ch. 4, the parrot feature extractor
can be trained by the randomly generated data to mimic the behavior of an HoG
preprocessor. It is also shown that sometimes explicitly encoding and programming
the function onto the neural network may not be the optimal solution.
In summary, the three non-Boolean computing cases shows that with a little
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push, the emerging technologies can go beyond the scope of the existing functionality and enable the new computing paradigms.
There are several future works. First of all, the brain-inspired functions and
algorithms proposed in this work can potentially be deployed onto the other neuron
fabrics, such as the HyperFET spiking neuron and the other large-scale simulators
or platforms [69, 34]. Second, there are many candidate functions such as edgedetection that can be implemented with the parroting approach. Also, the audio
data augmentation based on the LATTE transform can improve the classification
accuracy as well as help the neural network learning from a limited size of training
data.
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